Author Read-Alikes List

If you like the author in bold type, you may also enjoy the following authors...........

**-A-**

**Abbey, Edward** - ((Nature) – Carl Hiaasen, Barry Lopez, Aldo Leopold, Henry David Thoreau, Cathie Linz

**Ablow, Keith** – (Psychological Mystery) - Jonathan Kellerman

**Adair, Cherry** – (Romantic Suspense Fiction/Men-Women Relationships) – Suzanne Brochmann

**Adams, Douglas** – (Fantasy) – Terry Pratchett

**Adler, Elizabeth** – (Romantic Suspense / Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Jeanne Ray, Katherine Stone, Nora Roberts, Dominick Dunne, Peter Mayle, Judith Krantz

**Agee, James** – (Biography/20th Century History of Alabama and New York) – Rick Bragg

**Aiken, Joan** - (English Mysteries) – Sarah Woodhouse, Barbara Vine, Margaret Frazer, Anna Quindlen, Stella Cameron, Jane Austin, Maeve Binchey

**Albert, Susan** – (Cozy Mystery) – Nancy Atherton, Laura Child, Joanne Fluke, JoAnna Carl, Diane Mott Davidsen, Carolyn G. Hart, Elizabeth George, Mary Higgins Clark, Agatha Christie, Earlene Fowler

**Albon, Mitch** – (Life After Death/ Heaven/ Psychological Fiction) – Bebe Moore Campbell, Sandra Benitez, J.M. Coetzee, Janet Fitch, Joan Medlicott, Eliza Minot, Sue Miller, Joni Rodgers, Nicholas Sparks

**Alcorn, Randy** – (Spirituality and Religion/ Heaven/Christian) – Jerry B. Jenkins, Tim Lahaye, Frank Peretti, Dan Brown, Ted Dekker

**Alers, Rochelle** – (Romance) – Frances Ray

**Alexander, Bruce** – (Historical Mystery/ 18th Century England) – Robert Lee Hall, Anne Perry, Charles Todd, Iain Pears

**Alexander, Tamera** – (Western Stories/Christian Fiction ) – T. Davis Bunn

**Alexie, Sherman** – (Literary Fiction) – Louise Erdich, Marjane Satrapi

**Allbeury, Ted** – (Spy Thrillers/Political Fiction) – John LeCarre
**Allegretto, Michael** – (Suspense) – Mary Higgins Clark

**Allende, Isabel** – (Literary/ Historical) – Julia Alvarez, Sandra Benitez, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Barbara Kingsolver, Luanne Rice

**Allingham, Margery** – (Mystery) - Agatha Christie

**Alten, Steve** – (Fantasy Fiction/Horror Fiction) – Peter Benchley

**Altman, John** – (Spy Fiction/Historical Fiction) – Alan Furst, Eric Ambler

**Ambler, Eric** – (Spy Fiction/Historical Fiction) - Alan Furst, John Altman

**Ambrose, Steven** – (History/Biography) – David McCullough

**Amis, Martin** – (Literary Fiction/Psychological Fiction) – Ian McEwan

**Anaya, Rudolfo** – (Mexican-American Suspense/Mystery Fiction) – James Lee Burke, Tony Hillerman

**Anderson, Paul** – (Historical Fantasy/Historical Fiction) - Cecelia Holland

**Andrews, Donna** – (Mystery Fiction/Humorous Fiction) – Dorothy Cannell, Katherine Hall Page

**Andrews, Mary Kay** – (Romantic Suspense/ Domestic Fiction) – Jayne Ann Krentz, Fern Michaels, Linda Olsson, Louise Erdich, Jennifer Cruise, Sophie Kinsella, Elizabeth Buchan, Rosina Lippi, Janet Evanovich, Dorothea Benton Frank

**Andrews, Russell** – (Mystery Fiction/Serial Murders/Political Fiction) - Stephen Cannell

**Andrews, V.C.** – (Gothic) – John Saul, Kay Hooper, Adele Geras, James Patterson, Lois Duncan, Barbara Michaels, Joyce Carol Oates

**Ansay, A. Manette** – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Kaye Gibbons

**Anthony, Evelyn** – (Thriller) – Len Deighton,

**Anthony, Patricia** – (Science Fiction/Fantasy/Horror) - Ray Bradbury, Nancy Kress

**Apodaca, Jennifer** – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Romance)– Janet Evanovich


**Armstrong, Kelly** – (Mystery/Urban Fantasy) - Kim Harrison
Arthur, Keri – (Urban Fantasy/Mystery) – Charlaine Harris

Asaro, Catherine – (Fantasy Romance/Science Fiction) – Mercedes Lackey, Sharon Shinn, Anne McCaffrey, William C. Dietz, J.D. Robb, Ursula K. Le Guin, Robin D. Owens,

Asimov, Issac – (Science Fiction) – Ray Bradbury, Lester del Rey, Philip K. Dick, Frederik Pohl, Arthur C. Clarke, Robert Jordan, Kim Stanley Robinson,

Atherton, Nancy – (Cozy Mystery) – Lilian Jackson Braun, Rita Mae Brown, Rett MacPherson, Jeanne Dams, Anne George, Susan Albert, Alexander McCall-Smith

Atwood, Margaret – (Literary Fiction) – Penelope Lively, Margaret Drabble, Carol Shields, Robertson Davies, Marge Piercy, Octavia E. Butler, Joyce Carol Oates, George Orwell, Sheri S. Tepper

Auel, Jean – (Prehistorical Fiction/Romance) – Joan Wolf, Mary Mackey, Kathleen O’Neal Gear, W. Michael Gear

Austen, Jane – (Classics/Romantic Fiction) – Joan Aiken, Charlotte Bronte, Patrick O’Brian, Elinor Lipman, Edith Wharton,

Auster, Paul – (Literary Fiction/Psychological Fiction) – Ian McEwan
-B-

**Babson, Marian** – (Mystery Fiction/Cats/Humorous Fiction) - Rick Bragg

**Baer, Robert** – (Spy Stories/Documentary Films) - Larry Bond

**Baker, Kevin** – (Literary Fiction) – E. L. Doctorow

**Baldacci, David** – (Thriller) - James Grippando, Stephen Cannell, Kyle Mills, Nelson DeMille, John Grisham, Michael Connelly, Jeffrey Archer, Brad Meltzer, John Sandford, Steve Martini, Ken Follett

**Baldwin, William P.** – (South Carolina Fiction/Biographical Fiction) – Doris Betts,

**Balgo, Sandra** – (Urban Fantasy/Mystery) - Charlaine Harris

**Ballard, J.G.** – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) – Chuck Palahniuk, Kurt Vonnegut

**Balogh, Mary** – (Romance) – Jo Beverly, Catherine Cookson, Diane Farr, Jo Beverly, Emily Bronte’, Patricia Gaffney, Mary Jo Putney, Patricia Veryan, Joan Wolf, Charlotte Bronte, Diane Farr, Stephanie Laurens

**Barbieri, Maggie** – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Romance) - Janet Evanovich

**Barker, Clive** - (Horror) – Anne Rice, Dean R. Koontz, Daphne DuMaurier, John Saul, Peter Straub, Edgar Allan Price, Thomas Harris,

**Barkley, Brad** – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Kristin Hannah

**Barnes, Linda** – (American Mystery) – Elizabeth Lowell, John Shannon, Faye Kellerman, Brenda Joyce, Barbara Parker, Sandra Brown, Lisa Gardiner, Tess Gerritsen, Robert B. Parker, Jan Burke, Sara Paretsky

**Barr, Nevada** - (Mystery) – Karen Kijewski, Taffy Cannon, Lise McClendon, Deborah Crombie, Dana Stabenow, Sue Henry, Tony Hillerman, Elizabeth George, C.J. Box, Harlan Coben, J.A. Jance, Alexander McCall-Smith, Anne Perry, Elizabeth George, Sue Grafton,

**Bartholomew, Nancy** – (Contemporary Romance) – Janet Evanovich

**Battle, Lois** – (American Mystery) – Casandra King, Anne Rivers Siddons, Clyde Edgerton, Barbara Taylor Bradford, Dorothea Benton Frank, Maeve Binchy, Joy Fielding,

**Bear, Greg** – (Suspense/Psychological Suspense/Dark Fantasy/Scientific Thriller) - Dean Koontz, Kim Stanley Robinson
Beaton, M.C. – (Cozy Mystery) – Ann Granger, Simon Brett, Rick Bragg, Agatha Christie, Robert B. Parker, Elizabeth George, Denise Mina, Jill Churchill, Alexander McCall-Smith

Beauman, Sally – (Contemporary Romance/ Romance Suspense) – Lisa Tucker, Julia Quinn, Judith McNaught, Julie Garwood, Sandra Brown, Lisa Gardner

Bell, James Scott – (Christian Fiction/Historical Fiction/Legal Stories/Political Fiction) – Terri Blackstock

Bellow, Saul - (American Fiction) – Thomas McMahon, Caroline Seebohm, Salman Rushdie, Roddy Doyle

Benchley, Peter – (Suspense) – Steve Alten, Mickey Spillane, Robin White, David Poyer, Dave Freedman, Dean Koontz, Jack Higgins

Berendt, John – (True Crime/Reporting/History) – Erik Larson, Amy Tan


Berry, Steve – (Suspense Fiction/Christian Fiction) - Dan Brown, James Rollins

Berry, Wendell – (Mystery/Literary Fiction) – Sharyn McCrumb


Beverly, Jo – (Historical Romance) – Mary Balogh, Mary Jo Putney, Anne Gracie, Gayle Wilson, Elizabeth Chadwick, Barbara Samuel, Diane Farr, Charlotte Bronte, Emily Bronte, Elizabeth Lowell, Georgette Heyer, Stephanie Laurens


Blackstock, Terri - (Christian Fiction/ Romance/Suspense) – Karen Kingsbury, Frank Peretti, Lori Wick, Dee Henderson, Kristen Heitzmann, James Scott Bell, Ellen Vaughn

Blair, Sandy – (Historical Romances) - Betina Krahn, Lynn Kurland

Block, Lawrence – (Mystery/ Suspense/Thriller) – Parnell Hall, Robert B. Parker, Jack Higgins, Robert Crais, James Lee Burke, Ed McBain, Stuart M. Kaminsky

Bohjalian, Chris – (Literary Fiction) - Joyce Carol Oates
Bond, Nancy – (Young Adult/Adult/Romance) – Diana Gabaldon

Bond, Larry - (Suspense/ Adventure /Techno-Thrillers/ International Intrigue) – Dale Brown, Robin A. White, David Poyer, Marcus Wynne, Stephen Coonts, Daniel Silva, Clive Cussler, Brad Thor, Gordon Kent, Robert Baer, Jack Higgins,

Bond, Stephanie – (Romantic Suspense) - Iris Johansen

Box, C.J. – (Mystery) – Nevada Barr, Michael McGarrity, Steve Hamilton, Ivan Doig, William Kent Krueger,

Boyle, Elizabeth – (Historical Romances) – Betina Krahn

Bradbury, Ray – (Science Fiction/ Fantasy/ Horror) – Theodore Sturgeon, Pat Murphy, Patricia Anthony, David Almond, Orson Scott Card, Issac Asimov,

Bradford, Barbara Taylor - (Romance/ Glitz and Glamour) – Barbara Delinsky, Belva Plain, Joy Fielding, Luanne Rice, Nora Roberts, Jackie Collins, Judith Michael, Danielle Steel, Janet Dailey, Eileen Gouge, Rosamunde Pilcher,

Bradley, Marion Zimmer - (Science Fiction/ Fantasy) – Anne McCaffrey, Andre Norton, Julian May, Mercedes Lackey, Sheri S. Tepper

Bragg, Rick – (Biography/ Autobiography/ Memoir/ Reporting) – Mary Karr, Reynolds Price, Dennis Covington, James Agee, Garrison Keillor

Brand, Max – (Western) - Zane Grey, Louis L’Amour

Braun, Lilian Jackson – (Cozy Cat Mystery) – Rita Mae Brown, Garrison Keillor, Nancy Atherton, M.C. Beaton, Marian Babson

Brett, Simon – (Cozy British Mysteries) – Maureen O’Brien, Kate Kingsbury, Veronica Heley, Ann Purser, Agatha Christie, Alexander McCall Smith, Julie Myerson, M.C. Beaton

Briscoe, Connie – (Mainstream Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Diane McKinney-Wetstone

Brochmann, Suzanne – (Romance/ Military Romance) – Linda Howard, Cherry Adair, Elizabeth Howell, Evan Marshall, J.D. Robb,

Bronte’, Charlotte – (Romance) – Mary Balogh, Catherine Cookson, Thomas Hardy, Jo Beverly, Jane Austen

Bronte’, Emily – (19th Century England/ Social Life & Customs) – Catherine Cookson, Mary Balogh, Thomas Hardy, Jo Beverly, Tom Holland

Brooks, Terry – (Fantasy) – Terry Goodkind, Robert Jordan, David Eddings, Anne McCaffrey, Raymond E. Feist, J.R.R. Tolkien


Brown, Rita Mae – (Cozy Mystery) – Joanne Fluke, Lilian Jackson Braun, Laura Childs, Agatha Christie, Diane Mott Davidson, Nancy Atherton, Anne River Siddons

Brown, Sandra – (Romantic Suspense) – Heather Graham, Stella Cameron, Lisa Gardner, Nora Roberts, Karen Robards, Linda Howard, Julie Garwood, J.D. Robb, Linda Barnes, Sally Beauman, Fern Michaels, Janet Evanovich, Jayne Ann Krentz, Olivia Goldsmith, Janet Dailey,

Brown, Rita Mae – (Cozy Mystery) – Joanne Fluke, Lilian Jackson Braun, Laura Childs, Agatha Christie, Diane Mott Davidson, Nancy Atherton, Anne River Siddons

Brown, Sandra – (Romantic Suspense) – Heather Graham, Stella Cameron, Lisa Gardner, Nora Roberts, Karen Robards, Linda Howard, Julie Garwood, J.D. Robb, Linda Barnes, Sally Beauman, Fern Michaels, Janet Evanovich, Jayne Ann Krentz, Olivia Goldsmith, Janet Dailey,

Browning, Dixie – (Romance) – Johanna Lindsey

Brunstetter, Wanda E. – (Amish Fiction/Christian Fiction) – Beverly Lewis, Janette Oke

Brust, Steven – (Fantasy Fiction, American) – Jim Butcher

Buchanan, Edna – (Mystery) - Sara Paretsky, Barbara Parker

Buck, Pearl S. – (Historical Fiction/ Family Sagas/ Chinese/Social Classes) – Lisa See, Rebecca Hagan Lee, Khaled Hosseini, Naomi Ragen, Marilyn French

Buckley, Fiona – (Historical Fiction/Historical Mystery) - Sharon K. Penman, Steven Saylor

Buckley, William F. Jr – (American Journalism/ Conservatism/ United States) – Michael Crow, John Weisman, Robert Littell, Joseph Finder,

Buffa, D.W. – (Legal Thrillers) – John T. Lescroart

Bujold, Lois McMaster – (Science Fiction) – Robert A. Heinlein, Anne McCaffrey, Robin D. Owens, Spider Robinson

Bunn, T. Davis – (Man-Women Relationships/European History 1945/ History/ North Carolina History Fiction) – Veronica Heley, Lori Wick, Tamera Alexander, Penny Vincenzi, Michael Grant Jaffee, Jennifer Chiaverini, Charles Frazier, Joseph Kanon, Catherine Cookson

Burke, James Lee – (Mystery/ Historical Fiction) - Rudolfo Anaya, Lawrence Block, Ed McBain, Lee Child, James W. Hall, Michael Connelly, Robert B. Parker

Burke, Jan – (Mystery) – Joan Hess, James Grippando, Mariah Stewart, Beverly Connor, Iris Johanson, Marcia Muller, Linda Barnes, Louise Penny, Kathy Reichs
**Bush, Nancy** – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Romance) - Janet Evanovich

**Butcher, Jim** – (Fantasy/ Mystery/ Humor) – Steven Brust, Richard Morgan, Christian Jacq, Laurell K. Hamilton, Kim Harrison,

**Butler, Octavia** – (Science Fiction/ Fantasy) – Margaret Atwood, Ursula Le Guin, Marge Piercy, Susan Straight, George Orwell, Sheri S. Tepper

**Butler, Rachel** – (Suspense Fiction) - Suzanne Brochmann
Cabot, Meg – (Young Adult/Adult/Contemporary Romance) – Joanne Fluke, Sarah Strohmeyer, Sophie Kinsella, Jennifer Weiner, Janet Evanovich, Chloe Green

Cabot, Patricia – (Historical Romance/Regency Era) – Julia Quinn

Cadell, Elizabeth – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Rosamunde Pilcher

Caine, Rachel – (Urban Fantasy/Mystery) - Charlaine Harris, Kim Harrison

Caldwell, Ian – (International Intrigue/Suspense) - Dan Brown

Caldwell, Taylor – (Historical Fiction) – George Clarke, Francine Rivers, Herman Wouk

Cameron, Stella – (Romantic Suspense) – Sandra Brown

Campbell, Bebe Moore – (Mainstream Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Diane McKinney-Wetstone

Campbell, Robert – (Mystery/Suspense) - Stuart M. Kaminsky

Cannell, Dorothy – (Cozy Mystery/English Mystery) – Joan Hess, Katherine Hall Page, Leslie Meier, Donna Andrews

Cannell, Stephen – (Mystery/ Suspense) – Stephen Walsh White, John Sanford, Steve Martini, Robert Crais, Michael Connelly, Martha Grimes, David Baldacci, Robert B. Parker, Tim Green, Stuart Woods, Patricia Cornwall, John Lescroart, Brian McGrory, Dee Henderson, Russell Andrews,

Cannon, Taffy – (Mystery) – Nevada Barr

Card, Orson Scott – (Fantasy /Historical/ Horror/ Science Fiction) – Dan Simmons, Steven King, Joe Haldeman, Nancy Kress, Anita Diamant, Ray Bradbury,

Carey, Peter – (Adventure/Mystery/Ghost Stories/Romance) – Charles Dickens

Carr, Caleb – (Military Thriller/Mystery) – E.L. Doctorow, Anne Perry

Carr, John Dixon – (Mystery) – Agatha Christie, Elliot Roosevelt

Carrington, Tori – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Romance) - Janet Evanovich

Carroll, Lewis – (Literary Fiction) – Jasper Fforde

Carver, Raymond – (Literary Fiction) - J.M.Coetzee
Case, John – (International Intrigue/Suspense) - Dan Brown

Cather, Willa – (Literary Fiction/ Historical Fiction) – Sarah Orne Jewett, Henry James, Kent Haruf, Edna Ferber, Annie Dillard, Edith Wharton

Chabon, Michael – (Fantasy/Mystery/Graphic Novels) – Neil Gaiman, Peter Hoeg, Fritz Leiber, Richard Russo, Nick Hornby

Chadwick, Elizabeth – (Historical Romance) - Jo Beverly, Philippa Gregory

Chandler, Raymond – (Mystery/Historical Fiction) - Sue Grafton, Robert B. Parker

Chappell, Fred – (Mystery/Literary Fiction) – Sharyn McCrumb

Chase, Loretta – (Historical Romances) - Betina Krahn

Chaucer, Geoffrey – (Fantasy) - Terry Pratchett

Chernow, Ron – (History/Biography) - David McCullough

Cherryh, C.J. – (Fantasy/Science Fiction - Ursula K. LeGuin

Chesney, Marion – Cozy Mysteries/Literary Fiction/Satirical Fiction/Humor) - Alexander McCall-Smith

Chevalier, Tracy – (Historical Fiction/Literary Fiction) – Susan Vreeland, Sarah Dunnant, Margaret Forster, Sarah Dunant, Penelope Fitzgerald, Rosamunde Pilcher

Chiaverini, Jennifer – (Historical Fiction/ Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Jan Karon, Adriana Trigiani, Earlene Fowler, Emilie Richards, Jane Peart, Sandra Dallas, Elizabeth Berg, T. Davis Bunn

Child, Lee – (Suspense) - Barry Eisler, P.T. Dutermann, Louis L’Amour, Steven Hunter, Michael Connelly, James Lee Burke, Stephen King, John Sandford

Childs, Laura – (Cozy Mysteries) – Susan Albert, Rita Mae Brown

Christie, Agatha – (Mystery) – John Dickson Carr, Margery Allingham, M.C. Beaton, Carolyn G. Hart, Michael Pearce, Amy Myers, Susan Albert, Simon Brett, Rita Mae Brown, Susan Albert, Brett Simon, Rita Mae Brown, Alexander McCall-Smith

Churchill, Jill – (Cozy Mystery) - N.C. Beaton, Diane Mott Davidson, Carolyn G. Hart


Clark, Carol Higgins – (Suspense) – Mary Higgins Clark, Lisa Gardner, Iris Johansen, Joy Fielding, Michael Allegretto, Judith Kelman, Amy Gutman, Lawrence Sanders, Mary Jane Clark
Clark, Mary Higgins – (Suspense) – Lisa Gardner, Iris Johansen, Joy Fielding, Danielle Steele, Michael Allegretto, Judith Kelman, Amy Gutman, Susan Albert, Sidney Sheldon, Sally Gunning, Carol Higgins Clark, Mary Jane Clark,

Clark, Mary Jane – (Mystery/ Suspense) – Carlene Thompson, Carol Higgins Clark, Mary Higgins Clark, James Patterson

Clarke, George – (Historical Fiction) - Taylor Caldwell

Clarke, Lindsay – (Mystery/Literary Thrillers/Historical Fiction) – Iain Pears

Cleverly, Barbara – (Historical Mystery) – Lindsey Davis

Coben, Harlan – (Mystery/ Suspense) – Nevada Barr, Robert Crais, John Grisham, Don Winslow, Stuart Woods, Phillip Margolin, Colleen McCullough, James Patterson

Cockey, Tim – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Romance) - Janet Evanovich

Cody, Liza – (Mystery/Historical Fiction) - Sue Grafton

Coel, Margaret – (Historical Fiction) – Kathleen O’Neal Gear, W. Michael Gear, Andrew Greeley, Tony Hillerman, Margaret Maron

Coetzee, J.M. – (Literary Fiction) – Arthur Koestler, Nadine Gordimer, Damon Galgut, Raymond Carver

Coldsmith, Don – (Western Historical) – James Alexander Thom, Terry C. Johnston, Jeanne Williams, Mike Blakely, Robert J. Conley

Collins, Jackie – (Contemporary Romance/ Glitz and Glamour) – Nora Roberts, Sidney Sheldon, Barbara Taylor Bradford, Judith Michael, Joyce Carol Oates, Danielle Steel, Olivia Goldsmith, Judith Krantz,

Collins, Max Allen – (Mystery/Suspense) - Stuart M. Kaminsky

Collins, Wilkie – (Adventure/Mystery/Ghost Stories/Romance)- Charles Dickens

Conley, Robert J. – (Western Historical) - Don Coldsmith, James Alexander Thom


Connor, Beverly – (Mystery) - Jan Burke, Margaret Maron

Connor, James A. – (Mystery/Historical Mystery/Psychological) – Ross King
Conroy, Pat – (Mainstream Fiction/Southern Fiction) – Anne Rivers Siddons, Dorothy Allison, Kaye Gibbons, Larry McMurty, Anne Tyler, Barbara Kingsolver

Cook, Robin – (Medical Suspense) – Michael Crichton, Tess Gerritsen, Michael Palmer, Jonathan Kellerman, Patricia Cornwell, Kathy Reichs, David Shobert, Gary Braver, John Saul

Cookson, Catherine – (Historical Fiction/ Family Saga/Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Iris Gower, Malcolm MacDonald, Valerie Anand, Kathleen Woodiwiss, Mary Jo Putney, Carol Joyce Oates, Mary Balogh, Charlotte Bronte, Emily Bronte’, T. Davis Bunn, Jude Deveraux


Copeland, Lori – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Debbie Macomber, Janette Oke

Cornwell, Bernard – (Historical Fiction/ Historical Adventure) – Patrick O’Brien, Jeff Shaara, C.S. Forester, David Ball, Allan Mallinson, Sharon Kay Penman, Michael Kilian, Steven Saylor

Cornwell, Patricia – (Mystery) – Kathy Reichs, Edna Buchanan, Suzanne Chazin, Linda Fairstein, Sarah Lovett, Sue Grafton, Tess Gerritsen, Stephen Cannell, Michael Palmer, James Patterson, Thomas Perry, Ann Rule

Coulter, Catherine – (Historical English Fiction) – Julie Garwood, Elizabeth Lowell, Nora Roberts, Linda Howard, Jude Deveraux, Lisa Gardner, Judith McNaught

Coupland, Douglas – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) - Chuck Palahniuk

Covington, Dennis – (Biography) - Rick Bragg

Crais, Robert - (Mystery) – Lee Child, Michael Connelly, Edna Buchanan, Stuart Woods, Bill Pronzini, Kathy Reichs, Robert B. Parker, Lawrence Block, Stephen Cannell, Harlan Coben, Frederick Forsyth

Cramer, W. Dale – (Christian Fiction) - Beverly Lewis

Crandall, Susan – (Historical Romance/Contemporary Romance/Regency Romance/Fantasy) – Mary Jo Putney

Crichton, Michael – (Thriller/ Scientific Thriller/ Science Fiction/ Adventure) – Dan Brown, Phillip Kerr, Greg Bear, Matthew Reilly, James Rollins, Douglas Preston, Kim Stanley Robinson

Crombie, Deborah – (Mystery) – Elizabeth George, Peter Robinson, P. D. James, Anne Perry, Donna Leon, Nevada Barr, Dorothy L. Sanders

Crow, Michael – (American Journalism) – William F. Buckley, Jr.

Dailey, Janet – (Contemporary Romance/ Historical Western Romance) – Sandra Brown, Julie Garwood, Nora Roberts, Barbara Taylor Bradford, Janette Oke

Dain, Claudia – (Historical Romance/Time Travel Fantasy) – Heather Graham, Diana Gabaldon

Dallas, Sandra – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Jennifer Chiaverini, Alice Hoffman

Dams, Jeanne – (Mystery) – Andrew Greely, Anne Perry, Nancy Atherton

Damsgaard, Shirley – (Urban Fantasy/Mystery) – Charlaine Harris

Dash, Mike – (True Crimes/Reporting/History) – Erik Larson

Davidson, Diane Mott – (Cozy Mystery) – Susan Albert, Joanne Fluke, Tamar Myers, Katherine Hall Page, Jill Churchill, Rita Mae Brown, Janet Evanovich, Alexander McCall Smith

Davidson, Mary Jane – (Chick Literature / Paranormal Romance / Urban Fantasy) – Charlaine Harris

Davies, Robertson – (Literary Fiction) – Michael Malone

Davis, Lindsey – (Historical Mystery) – Barbara Cleverly, Dashiell Hammett, Brad Geagley, John Maddox Roberts, Steven Saylor, Donna Leon

Davis, Patrick A. – (Legal Spy Thrillers/Political Thrillers/Military Thrillers) – Brian Haig

Deaver, Jeffrey – (Psychological Thriller) – Thomas Harris, Dennis Lehane, Ridley Pearson, Rex Stout, Robert Goldsborough, Colleen McCullough, Christopher Reich, Robert K. Tanenbaum, James Patterson

Dee, Ed – (Mystery) – Ed McBain

Deighton, Len – (Thriller/ English Spy Fiction) – John LeCarre, Evelyn Anthony, Ian Fleming, Frederick Forsyth, Ken Follett, Jack Higgins, Frederick Forsyth,

Dekker, Ted – (Christian Fiction/ Suspense/Psychological Thriller/Fantasy) – Frank Peretti, Mark Andrews Olsen, Shane Johnson, Randy Alcorn, Peter Straub

Delderfield, R.F. – (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Gentle Read) – Maeve Binchy

Delillo, Don – (Literary Fiction) – Joyce Carol Oates

de Lint, Charles – (Urban Fantasy) – Terri Windling, Neil Gaiman, Guy Gavriel Kay, Spider Robinson

De Mille, Nelson – (Suspense) – Ken Follett, John Grisham, Ridley Pearson, David Baldacci, Robert Ludlum, Daniel Silva, Greg Isles, Brian Haig, Robert K. Tannenbaum

DePree, Traci – (Gentle Read/Social Lives and Customs) – Miss Read

DeStefano, Anna – (Contemporary Romance/Romantic Suspense) - Virginia Kantra


Deveraux, Jude – (Romance/ Historical Romance/ Paranormal Romance) – Judith McNaught, Nora Roberts, Jayne Ann Krentz, Linda Howard, Catherine Cookson, Catherine Coulter, Kay Hooper, Victoria Holt, Johanna Lindsey, Debbie Macomber

Dexter, Peter – (Mystery/Suspense/Psychological Suspense) - Dennis LeHaye

Diamant, Anita - (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Orson Scott Card, Barbara Delinsky,

Dibdin, Michael – (Mystery) – Donna Leon

Dickens, Charles – (Adventure/Mystery/Ghost Stories/Romance) – Wilkie Collins, Anne Perry, John Irving, Peter Carey

Dickey, Eric Jerome – (Mainstream Fiction) – Yolanda Joe, Lolita Files, E. Lynn Harris, Terry McMillan

DiFilippo, Paul – (Fantasy) - Terry Pratchett

Dillard, Annie – (Nature/Spirituality & Religion/Literary Criticism) – Willa Cather, Louise Erdich, Henry David Thoreau, Barbara Klingslover

Doctorow, E.L. – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction/) – Kevin Baker, Thomas Mallon, Caleb Carr, Marge Piercy, Amy Tan

Doig, Ivan – (Western/Literary Fiction) – Larry McMurtry, C.J. Box

Donati, Sara – (Romance/Time Travel Fantasy/Historical Fiction) - Diana Gabaldon

Donaldson, Stephen R. – (Mystery) - Robert Jordan

Donovan, Susan – (Romantic Suspense) – Linda Howard

Dorsey, Tim – (Satirical Fiction) – Carl Hiaasen

Doyle, Roddy – (American Fiction) - Saul Bellow,
**DuBrul, Jack** – (Thrillers) - Douglas Preston, James Rollins

**Dubus, Andre** – (Literary Fiction/Suspense) – Graham Greene,

**Dumas, Alexandre** – (Literary Fiction/Suspense/Historical Adventure) – Arturo Perez-Reverte

**DuMaurier, Daphne** – (Gothic Fiction/Historical Romance/Historical Fiction/Psychological Suspense) - Clive Barker, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Anya Seton, Philippa Gregory, Robert Goddard, Carol Goodman

**Duncan, Alice** – (Historical Fiction/Romance Suspense) – Amanda Quick

**Duncan, Dave** – (Fantasy) - Raymond E. Feist, Robert Jordan

**Dunn, Mark** – (Literary Fiction) - Jasper Fforde

**Dunnett, Dorothy** – (Historical Fiction/Spy Thrillers? – Mary Renault, Jasper Fforde, Sharon Kay Penman, Jane Stevenson, George R.R. Martin, Paticia Veryan

**Dunning, John** – (Mystery) – Jonathan Gash, Robert B. Parker, Dick Francis, Jim Lehrer

**Durham, David Anthony** – (Historical Fiction/Military Fiction) – Steven Pressfield
Eagle, Kathleen – (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Contemporary Romance) – JoAnn Ross, Barbara Samuel, Sheri Whitefeather, Jennifer Greene, Dinah McCall

Eco, Umberto – (International Intrigue/Suspense) - Dan Brown, Ross King,

Eddings, David – (Fantasy) – Terry Brooks


Ehrman, Kit – (Thriller/Mystery) - Dick Francis

Eisler, Barry – (Mystery/Suspense) - George P. Pelecanos

Ellis, Joseph J. – (History/Biography) - David McCullough

Ellis, Julie – (Family Saga/Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Belva Plain

Ellroy, James – (Mystery/Suspense) - Michael Connelly

Enoch, Suzanne – (Historical Romance/Regency Era) – Julia Quinn

Erdich, Louise (Literary Fiction) – Sherman Alexie, Richard Russo, Annie Proulx, Annie Dillard, Reynolds Price, Mary Kay Andrews

Esquivel, Laura – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Alice Hoffman

Estleman, Loren – (Mystery) – Robert B. Parker


Evans, Richard Paul - (Gentle Read) – Jan Karon, Debbie Macomber, Nicholas Sparks
-F-

**Fairstein, Linda** – (Legal Thriller) – Kathy Reichs, Lisa Scottoline, Marcia Muller, Jonnie Jacobs, John Lescroart, John Grisham, Patricia Cornwell, Kay Hooper, John Sandford, Robert K. Tannenbaum

**Farr, Diane** – (Romance) - Jo Beverly, Mary Balogh

**Fast, Howard** – (Family Saga/Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Belva Plain

**Faulkner, William** – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) – Cormac McCarthy

**Feehan, Christine** – (Paranormal Romance) - Sherrilyn Kenyon

**Feist, Raymond E.** – (Fantasy) - Terry Brooks, Janny Wurts, Margaret Weis, Joel Rosenberg, Dave Duncan, Robert Louis Stevenson, J.R.R. Tolkien

**Ferber, Edna** – (Literary Fiction) - Willa Cather

**Ferrigno, Robert** – (Thrillers/Western) - Elmore Leonard

**Fforde, Jasper** – (Literary Fiction) –Terry Pratchett, Connie Willis, Mark Dunn, Lewis Carroll, Dorothy Dunnett

**Fielding, Helen** – (Chick Literature) – Sophie Kinsella

**Fielding, Joy** – (Suspense/ Family Relationships) – James Patterson, Lisa Gardner, Lois Battle, Barbara Taylor Bradford, Mary Higgins Clark, Amy Tan, R.F. Delderfield, Sarah Woodhouse, Lynne Hinton, Anita Shreve, Sue Monk Kidd, Carol Higgins Clark

**Fields, Jennie** - (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Gentle Read) – Maeve Binchy

**Files, Lolita** – (Mainstream Fiction) – Eric Jerome Dickey,

**Finder, Joseph** – (Suspense) - William F. Buckley, Jr., James Grippando

**Fitzgerald, Penelope** – (Historical Fiction/Literary Fiction) - Tracy Chevalier

**Flagg, Fannie** – (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Historical Fiction/Humor/Regional Fiction) – Rebecca Wells, Ann B. Ross, Anne George, Jan Karon, Lorna Landvik, Adriana Trigiani

**Fleming, Ian** – (Adventure) – Len Deighton, Clive Cussler,

**Flint, Eric** – (Fantasy) - Terry Pratchett

**Fluke, Joanne** – (Cozy Mysteries) – Susan Albert, Rita Mae Brown, Diane Mott Davidson, Katherine Hall Page, Meg Cabot,
Flynn, T.T. – (Western) - Zane Grey

Flynn, Vince – (Historical & Contemporary Suspense) – Jack Higgins, Robert Ludlum, Jeffrey Archer, Tom Clancy, P.T. Deuterman, Brad Meltzer, Christopher Reich, Daniel Silva, Steven Coonts

Follett, Ken – (Suspense/ Thriller) – John Grisham, Nelson Demille, Sara Paretsky, Jack Higgins, Khaled Hosseini, Kaye Kellerman, Frederick Forsyth, David Baldacci, Jeffrey Archer, Len Deighton, Faye Kellerman

Ford, Michael Curtis – (Historical Fiction/Military Fiction) - Steven Pressfield, Dan Savage

Forester, C.S. – (Naval History/ Historical Fiction) – Patrick O’Brian, James Webb, Alexander Kent, Jeff Shaara, Bernard Cornwell, David M. Glantz, John Grider Miller,

Forster, Margaret – (Historical Fiction/Literary Fiction) - Tracy Chevalier

Forsyth, Frederick – (International Intrigue) – Robert Ludlum, James Patterson, Robert Crais, Tom Clancy, Clive Cussler, Ken Follett, Daniel Silva, Dean R. Koontz, Len Deighton

Fowler, Earlene – (Cozy Mysteries) - Susan Albert, Jennifer Chiaverini

Francis, Dick – (Thriller/ Mystery) – Sam Llewellyn, Gerald Hammond, John Francome, Kit Ehrman, Nevil Shute, Tony Hillerman, John Dunning, Christopher Reich,

Francome, John – (Thriller/Mystery) – Dick Francis


Frankel, Valerie – (Contemporary Romance) - Olivia Goldsmith

Fraser, Anita – (Biography/Mystery, History) – Alison Weir, Maureen Waller, Sara Gristwood, Mary S. Lovell, Dorothy L. Sayers, Amana Cross

Frazier, Charles – (Men/Women Relationships/European History 1945) - T. Davis Bunn

Frayn, Michael – (International Intrigue/Suspense) - Dan Brown

Frazer, Margaret – (Christian Fiction) - Beverly Lewis

Freedman, Dave – (Suspense) - Peter Benchley

Freeman, Brian – (Legal Spy Thrillers/ Political Thrillers/ Military Thrillers) – Brian Haig

French, Marilyn – (Historical Fiction/Family Sagas,) – Pearl S. Buck
**Frey, Stephen** – (Suspense) – Christopher Reich

**Furst, Alan** – (Spy Fiction/Historical Fiction) – Eric Ambler, Graham Greene, J. Robert Janes, John Altman, Sebastian Faulk, John Le Carre

**Fyfield, Frances** – (Mystery/Historical Mystery/Psychological Thrillers) - Laurie R. King, Martha Grimes
Gabaldon, Diana – (Historical Fiction/ Romance/ Time Travel Fantasy) – Sara Donati, Nancy Bond, Anya Seton, Anne McCaffrey, Lynn Kurland, Claudia Dain

Gaffney, Patricia – (Romance) – Mary Balogh

Gaiman, Neil – (Fantasy/Horror/Science Fiction) – Terry Pratchett, Alan Moore, Steven King, Robin McKinley, Kurt Vonnegut, Charles de Lint, Haruki Murakami, J.R.R. Tolkien, Michael Chabon,

Galgut, Damon – (Literary Fiction) - J.M.Coetzee

Garcia y Robertson, Rodrigo – (Historical Fiction/Historical Mystery) – Sharon K. Penman

Gardner, Lisa – (Suspense) – Alex Kava, Tess Gerritsen, Catherine Coulter, J.D. Robb, Joy Fielding, Linda Barnes, Sally Beauman, Sandra Brown, Mary Higgins Clark, Tami Hoag, Thomas Perry, Lisa Scottoline

Garwood, Julie – (Romantic Suspense) – Linda Howard, J.D.Robb, Karen Robards, Elizabeth Lowell, Janet Dailey, Janet Evanovich, Iris Johansen, Kay Hooper, Catherine Hooper, Jane Ann Krentz, Stephanie Laurens, Johanna Lindsey, Judith McNaught, Nora Roberts, Sally Beauman, Sandra Brown

Gash, Jonathan – (Mystery/Literary Thriller/Historical Fiction) - Iain Pears

Geagley, Brad – (Historical Mystery) – Lindsey Davis

Gear, Kathleen O’Neal – (Historical Fiction/) – Jean Auel, Sue Harrison, Jeanne Williams, Margaret Coel, Lucia St. Clair Robson, Simon Levack

Gear, W. Michael – ((Historical Fiction/) – Jean Auel, Sue Harrison, Jeanne Williams, Margaret Coel, Lucia St. Clair Robson, Simon Levack

George, Anne – (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Historical Fiction) – Fannie Flagg

George, Elizabeth - (Mystery) – Deborah Crombie, Carol Goodman, Erin Hart, P.D. Robb, James, Dorothy L. Sayers, Susan Albert, Nevada Barr, N.C. Beaton, Martha Grimes, Ruth Rendell

George, Margaret – (Historical Fiction) - Dan Brown, Philippa Gregory, Jean Plaidy, Robin Maxwell, Sharon Kay Penman, Amanda Elyot

Gerritsen, Tess – (Medical Thriller/ Suspense) – Michael Palmer, Thomas Perry, Robin Cook, Iris Johansen, Thomas Harris. Karin Slaughter, Linda Barnes, Tami Hoag, Kathy Reicks, John Sanford, Patricia Cornwell, Lisa Gardner, Thomas Harris

Gibson, Rachel – (Historical Romance/Contemporary Romance) - Michael R. Phillips and Susan Elizabeth Phillips

Gilman, Dorothy – (Cozy Mystery/ Romantic Suspense) – Kate Ellis, Cynthia Riggs, Susan Isaacs, Evelyn Smith, Mary Stewart, Carolyn G. Hart

Glantz, David M. – (Naval History/Historical Fiction) - C.S. Forester

Goddard, Robert – (Gothic Ficiton) – Daphne DuMaurier,

Goldsborough, Robert – (Psychological Thriller) – Jeffrey Deaver, Rex Stout

Goldsmith, Olivia – (Contemporary Romance) – Jackie Collins, Sandra Brown, Valerie Frankel, Amanda Quick, Judith Krantz

Goodkind, Terry – (Fantasy) - Terry Brooks, Robert Jordan, Anne McCaffrey

Goodman, Carol – (Gothic Fiction) – Daphne DuMaurier

Gordimer, Nadine – (Literary Fiction/Suspense) - J.M.Coetzee, Graham Greene, John Steinbeck

Goudge, Eileen - (Romantic Suspense/Women’s Lives and Relationships) –Luanne Rice, Fern Michaels, Judith Michael, Barbara Taylor Bradford, Jodi Picoult, Danielle Steel, Dorothea Benton Frank, Susan Isaacs, Judith Krantz,

Gracie, Anne – (Historical Romance) - Jo Beverly

Grady, Erin – (Historical Romance/Time Travel Fantasy) - Heather Graham

Grafton, Anthony – (Mystery/Historical Mystery/Psychological) – Ross King

Grafton, Sue – (Mystery/ Historical Fiction) – Marcia Muller, Sara Paretsky, Patricia Cornwell, Raymond Chandler, Liza Cody, Nevada Barr, Margeret Maron, Martha Grimes, Janet Evanovich, J.A. Jance, Faye Kellerman, Elizabeth Peters,

Graham, Heather – (Historical Romance/Romantic Sispense/Paranormal Romance/Time Travel Fantasy) – Jayne Ann Krentz, Erin Grady, Elizabeth Lowell, Iris Johansen, Merline Lovelace, Lorraine Heath, Claudia Dain, Sandra Brown

Granger, Ann – (Mysteries) – M.C. Beaton, Peter Robinson

Grant, Charles – (Suspense/Psychological Suspense/Dark Fantasy/Scientific Thriller) – Dean R. Koontz
Graves, Robert – (Fantasy/Science Fiction) - George R.R. Martin

Gray, Amelia – (Historical Romance/Contemporary Suspense) – Amanda Quick

Greeley, Andrew – (Mystery) – Jeanne Dams, Margaret Coel, Brenda Joyce, Ralph McInerny, James Patterson, William X. Kienzle,

Green, Chloe – (Young Adult/Adult/Romances) - Meg Cabot

Green, Jane – (Chick Literature) - Sophie Kinsella

Green, Simon R. – (Mystery/Urban Fantasy) - Kim Harrison

Green, Tim – (Mystery/Suspense) - Stephen Cannell

Greene, Graham – (Literary Fiction/Suspense) – Nadine Gordimer, Flannery O’Connor, John LeCarre, Daniel Silva, Andre Dubus, Alan Furst, Georges Simenon

Greene, Jennifer – (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Contemporary Romance) – Kathleen Eagle

Greenleaf, Stephen – (Mystery/Suspense/Psychological Suspense) - Dennis LeHaye

Gregory, Philippa – (Mystery/ Historical Fiction/ Psychological Fiction) – Jean Plaidy, Elizabeth Chadwick, Margaret George, Rosalind Laker, Daphne Du Maurier

Grey, Zane – (Western) – Max Brand, T.T. Flynn, Les Savage, Marcia Muller, Louis L’Amour, Richard Wheeler,


Grimes, Martha – (Mystery) – Dorothy Sayers, Elizabeth George, Frances Fyfield, P.D.James, Ruth Rendell, Margaret Maron, Stephen Cannell, Sue Grafton, Anne Perry,

Grippando, James – (Suspense) – David Baldacci, Jan Burke, Brad Meltzer, Joseph Finder, Greg Isles, Kyle Mills


Goodman, Carol – (Mystery) - Elizabeth George, Daphne DuMaurier

Grossman, Lev – (International Intrigue/Suspense) - Dan Brown
*Gulley, Philip* – (Gentle Read) - Jan Karon

*Gunning, Sally* – (Historical Fiction/Love Stories) – Mary Higgins Clark, Carol Higgins Clark

*Gutman, Amy* – (Mystery/Suspense) - Mary Higgins Clark, Carol Higgins Clark
**Haig, Brian** – (Legal Spy Thrillers/Political Thrillers/Military Thrillers) – Nelson DeMille, Brian Freeman, Patrick A. Davis, Thomas Ross

**Hailey, Arthur** – (Family Sagas/Historical Fiction) – J. California Cooper, Amy Tan, Nancy Peacock, Elswyth Thane

**Haldeman, Joe** – (Fantasy/Historical /Horror/Science Fiction) - Orson Scott Card

**Hall, James W.** – (Mystery/Historical Fiction) - James Lee Burke

**Hall, Parnell** – (Mystery/Suspense/Thriller) – Lawrence Block

**Hambly, Barbara** = (Fantasy/Science Fiction/Historical Fiction/Historical Mystery) – Josepha Sherman, George R.R. Martin

**Hamilton, Laurell K.** – (Fantasy/Horror/Mystery) – J.D. Robb, Jim Butcher, Charlaine Harris, Sherrilyn Kkenyon

**Hamilton, Steve** – (Mystery) - C.J. Box

**Hammett, Dashiell** – (Cozy Mystery/Historical Fiction) – Lindsey Davis, Elizabeth Peters

**Hammond, Gerald** – (Thriller/Mystery) - Dick Francis

**Handeland, Lori** – (Paranormal Romance) - Sherrilyn Kenyon

**Hannah, Kristin** – (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Contemporary Romances/ Historical Romances/Time Travel Romances) - Barbara Delinsky, Deborah Smith, Luanne Rice, Sandra Steffen, Brad Barkley, Dorothea Benton Frank

**Hardy, Thomas** – (19th Century Social Customs) – Charlotte Bronte’, Emily Bronte’

**Harris, Charlaine** – (Urban Fantasy/Mystery/Paranormal) – Keri Arthur, Sandra Balgo, Rachel Caine, Shirley Damsgaard, Mary Janice Davidson, Laurell K. Hamilton

**Harris, E. Lynn** – (Mainstream Fiction) - Carl Weber, Travis Hunter, Eric Jerome Dickey, Victoria Christopher Murray, Marcus Major, Omar Tyree

**Harris, Robert** – (Suspense) - Dan Brown,

**Harris, Thomas** – ((Suspense/Psychological Fiction/Mystery Stories) - Clive Barker, Jeffrey Deaver, Patricia Highsmith, Tess Gerritsen

**Harrison, Kim** – (Horror/Mystery/Urban Fantasy) – Jim Butcher, Simon R. Green, Rachel Caine, Kelley Armstrong, Janet Evanovitch, Mercedes Lackey
Harrison, Sue – (Historical Fiction) - Kathleen O’Neal Gear, W. Michael Gear

Hart, Carolyn G – (Cozy Mysteries) - Susan Albert, Agatha Christie, Jill Churchill, Joan Hess, Dorothy Gilman, Marge Piercy, Georgette Heyer, Katherine Hall Page, Elizabeth Peters, Gillian Roberts

Hart, Erin – (Mystery) - Elizabeth George

Hart, John – (Mystery/Romantic Fiction) – Colleen McCullough

Haruf, Kent – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) - Willa Cather, John Steinbeck

Harvey, John – (Mystery/Suspense) - Michael Connelly

Hassler, Jon – (Literary Fiction) – Michael Malone, Alexander McCall-Smith

Hawthorne, Nathaniel – (Gothic Fiction) – Daphne DuMaurier

Hazzard, H. Rider – (Historical Fiction/Historical Adventure) – Christian Jacq

Hearn, Lian – (Historical Fiction/Historical Adventure) – Christian Jacq,

Heath, Lorraine – (Historical Romance/Time Travel Fantasy) - Heather Graham, Lavyrle Spencer

Heinlein, Robert A. – (Science Fiction) – Ayn Rand, Lois McMaster Bujold, Larry Niven, Marge Piercy, Spider Robinson

Heitzmann, Kristen – (Christian Fiction/Romance/Suspense) – Terri Blackstock, Frances Ray

Heley, Veronica – (Cozy British Mysteries) - Simon Brett, T. Davis Bunn

Heller, Jane – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Romance) - Janet Evanovich


Henry, Sue – (Mystery) - Nevada Barr

Henry, Will – (Western/Historical Fiction) - Elmer Kelton

Hess, Joan – (Cozy Mystery) - Jan Burke, Dorothy Cannell, China Bayles, Susan Wittig Albert, Barbara Colley, Linda Berry, Carolyn G. Hart, Jane Tesh, Janet Evanovich, Gillian Roberts, Margaret Maron, Sharyn McCrumb, Katherine Hall Page

Heyer, Georgette – (Historical Fiction/Regency Romances/Mystery/Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Clare Darcy, Amanda Quick, Jo Beverly, Jeff Shaara, Carolyn G. Hart
Hiaasen, Carl – (Satirical Fiction) – Laurence Shames, Tim Dorsey, Edward Abbey, Harry Crews, Randy Wayne White,

Higgins, George V. – (Thrillers/Westerns) – Elmore Leonard


Highsmith, Patricia – (Suspense/Mystery Stories) – Thomas Harris

Hillerman, Tony – (Indian Mystery) – Margaret Coel, James D. Doss, Nevada Barr, J.A. Jance, Aimee and David Thurlo, Rudolfo Anaya, Sharyn McCrumb, Jeffrey Archer, Dick Francis, Louis L’Amour, Lawrence Sanders,

Hinton, Lynne – (Family Relationships) - Maeve Binchy, Joy Fielding, Nicholas Sparks

Hoag, Tami – (Suspense) – Tess Gerritsen, Alex Kava, Lisa Gardner, Iris Johansen, James Patterson, John Grisham, Jayne Ann Krentz, Lisa Scottoline,

Hobb, Robin – (Fantasy) - Robert Jordan, George R.R. Martin

Hoffman, Alice – (Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Christy Yorke, Laura Esquivel, Alice McDermott, Sandra Dallas, W.P. Kinsella, Anita Shreve, Elizabeth Berg, Anne Tyler

Holden, Wendy – (Chick Literature/Women’s Lives & Relationships) –Marian Keyes

Holland, Cecelia – (Historical Fantasy/Historical Fiction) – Judith Tarr, Steven Pressfield, Mary Renault, Anya Seton, Paul Anderson

Holland, Tom – (Fantasy) – Emily Bronte’, Ann Rice, Terry Pratchett

Holt, Victoria – (Romantic Suspense) – Kay Hooper, V C Andrews, Jude Deveraux, J D Robb Iris Johansen, Dean R. Koontz, Judith McNaught

Hood, Ann – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Elizabeth Berg, Jodi Picoult

Hooper, Kay – (Romantic Suspense) – Iris Johansen, Linda Howard, Julie Garwood, J.A. Jance, Linda Fairstein, Mary Jo Putney, Karen Robards, Mariah Stewart, J.D. Robb, Jude Deveraux

Hornby, Nick – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) – John Irving, Marian Keyes

Horwitz, Anthony – (Microhistories/Food) – Mark Kurlansky

Hosselini, Khaled – (Suspense) - Pearl S. Buck, Ken Follett
Howard, Linda – (Contemporary/Romance/Frontier/Western Romances/Romantic Suspense) - Suzanne Brochmann, Sandra Brown, Karen Robards, Katherine Sutcliffe, Susan Donovan, Elizabeth Lowell, Jude Deveraux, Janet Evanovich, Kay Hooper, Catherine Coulter, Peter Staub Julie Garwood, Iris Johansen, Jane Ann Krentz, Johanna Lindsey, Nora Roberts,

Howell, Elizabeth – (Military Romance) - Suzanne Brochmann

Huggins, James Byron – (Satirical Fiction/Christian Fiction/Suspense Stories) – Tim R. LeHaye

Hunter, Evan - (Mystery) – Ed McBain

Hunter, Travis – (Urban Fiction/Romance) – E.Lynn Harris, Omar Tyree

Huxley, Aldous – (Literary Fiction/Science Fiction/Satirical Fiction) - George Orwell
Ibbotson, Eva – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Maeve Binchy,

Inman, Robert – (Relationships/Social Lives and Customs) – Clyde Edgerton

Irving, John – (Lives and Relationships/ Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) – Nick Hornby, Cormac McCarthy, Anita Shreve, Sue Miller, Nicholas Sparks, James Michael Pratt, Anne Tyler, Charles Dickens, Larry McMurtry,

Isaacs, Susan – (Romantic Mystery/ Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Eileen Goudge, Dorothy Gilman, Marian Keyes, Jennifer Weiner, Maeve Binchy

Isles, Greg – (Mystery/ Suspense) – John Lescroart, Richard North Patterson, John Grisham, Phillip Margolin, Steve Martini, Nelson Demille, Michael Connelly, James Grippando, James Patterson
Jackson, Jon A. – (Thrillers/Western) - Elmore Leonard

Jacobs, Jonnie – (Legal Thrillers) - Linda Fairstein, Lisa Scottine

Jacq, Christian – (Historical Fiction/Historical Adventure) – Liam Hearn, Jim Butcher, H. Rider Hazzard, Pauline Gedge,

Jaffe, Michael Grant – (Man-Women Relationships/European History) - T. Davis Bunn

Jakes, John – (Historical American Fiction) – Louis L’Amour, Owen Parry, James Mitchner, Howard Barr, Robert Mrazek, Jeff Shaara, Gilbert Morris, Doris Betts, W.E.B. Griffin, Wilbur Smith, Harry Turtledove

James, Bill – (Mystery/Suspense/Psychological Suspense) - Dennis LeHaye

James, Eloisa – (Historical Romance) – Loretta Lynda Chase, Candice Hern, Sabrina Jeffries, Julia Landon, Amanda Quick

James, Henry – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) - Willa Cather

James, P.D. – (Mystery) – Dorothy L. Sayers, Ruth Rendell, Barbara Vine, Elizabeth George, Minette Walters, Deborah Crombie, Martha Grimes, Anne Perry

Jance, J.A. – (Mystery/ Suspense) – Aimee & David Thurlo, Tony Hillerman, Lawrence Block, Sara Paretsky, Sue Grafton, Nevada Barr, Kay Hooper

Janes, J. Robert – (Spy Fiction/Historical Fiction) - Alan Furst

Jardine, Quintin – (Mystery) - Ian Rankin

Jarman, Rosemary Hawley – (Historical Fiction/Historical Mystery) - Sharon K. Penman

Jewett, Sarah Orne – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) - Willa Cather

Joe, Yolanda – (Mainstream Fiction) – Eric Jerome Dickey,

Johansen, Iris – (Romantic Suspense) – Julie Garwood, Carla Neggers, Tami Hoag, Kathy Reichs, Stephanie Bond, Kay Hooper, Linda Howard, Jan Burke, Mary Higgins Clark, Tess Gerritsen, Heather Graham, Elizabeth Lowell, Thomas Perry,

Johnson-Hodge, Margaret – (Mainstream Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Diane McKinney-Wetstone

Johnson, Shane – (Christian Fiction/Suspense/Psychological Thriller/Fantasy) – Ted Dekker

Johnston, Terry C. – (Western) - Don Coldsmith
**Jones, Doug** – (Western/Historical Fiction) – Louis L’Amour

**Jordan, Robert** – (Fantasy) – Dave Duncan, Stephen R. Donaldson, Tad Williams, Terry Brooks, Robin Hobb, Terry Goodkind, Anne McCaffery, Raymond E. Feist, George R.R. Martin, J.R.R. Tolkien

**Joyce, Brenda** – (Mystery) - Linda Barnes, Andrew Greeley, J.D. Robb

**Just, Ward** – (Spy Thrillers/Political Fiction) - John LeCarre
Kaminsky, Stuart M. – (Mystery/Suspense) – Robert Campbell, Max Allen Collins, Ed McBain, Lawrence Block, Donna Leon, Martin Cruz Smith

Kandel, Susan – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Fiction) - Janet Evanovich

Kanen, Joseph – (Man-Woman Relationships/European History) - T. Davis Bunn, Martin Cruz Smith

Kantra, Virginia – (Contemporary Romance/Romantic Suspense) – Nora Roberts, Teresa daly Ramin, Eileen Wilks, Brenda Novak, Anna DeStefano, Frances Ray

Karon, Jan – (Gentle Read) – Miss Read, Ann B. Ross, Richard Paul Evans, Jennifer Chiaverini, Philip Gulley, Tales from Grace Chapel Inn, Joan Medlicott, Nicholas Sparks, Fannie Flagg, Debbie Macomber

Karr, Mary – (Biography/Memoir/Reporting) – Rick Bragg

Kava, Alex – (Suspense) - Lisa Gardner, Tami Hoag

Kay, Guy Gavriel – (Urban Fantasy) – Charles de Lint

Keillor, Garrison – (Literary Fiction) - Lillian Jackson Braun

Keith, William H. – (Adventure Fiction/Military Fiction) - Richard Marcinko

Kelman, Judith – (Suspense) - Mary Higgins Clark, Carol Higgins Clark


Kellerman, Jonathan – (Psychological Mystery) – Stephen Walsh White, Anna Salter, Sarah Lovett, Ridley Pearson, Keith Ablow, James Patterson, Jeffrey Archer, Michael Palmer, Thomas Perry, Lawrence Sanders, Lisa Scottoline, Stuart Woods

Kellogg, Marne Davis – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Romance) - Janet Evanovich

Kelly, Lauren – (Mystery) - Colleen McCullough

Kelton, Elmer – (Western/Historical Fiction) - Larry McMurty, Michael McGarrity, Will Henry, Wallace Stegner, Ross Lecki, Louis L’Amour

Kent, Alexander – (Historical Fiction/Historical Adventure) – C.S. Forester, James Nelson, Kenneth Maynard, Victor Suthren, Naomi Novik, Patrick O’Brien

Kent, Gordon – (Suspense/Adventure/Techno-Thrillers/International Intrigue) – Larry Bond
Kenyon, Sherrilyn – (Paranormal Romance) – Karen Marie Moning, J.R. Ward, Christine Feehan, Maggie Shayne, Lori Handeland, Laurell K. Hamilton

Kesey, Ken – (Western/Literary Fiction) - Larry McMurtry

Keyes, Greg – (Fantasy/Science Fiction) - George R.R. Martin

Keyes, Marian – (Chick Literature/Women’s lives & Relationships) – Wendy Holden, Sue Margolis, Anna Maxted, Shopie Kinsella, Nick Hornby, Susan Isaacs

Kienzle, Robert – (Mystery) - Andrew Greeley


Kijewski, Karen – (Mystery) – Nevada Barr

Kilmer, Nicholas – (Mystery/Literary Thrillers/Historical Fiction) - Iain Pears

King, Cassandra – (Mystery) – Lois Battle

King, Laurie R. – (Mystery/Historical Mystery/ Psychological – Val McDermid, Miriam Grace Monfredo, Gillian Linscott, Frances Fyfield, Kate Wilhelm, Marcia Muller

King, Ross – (History/Historical Fiction/Biography /Literary Fiction) - Iain Pears, Unberto Eco, (NF) Dava Sobel, James A. Connor, Anthony Grafton


King, Susan – (Historical Romance/Contemporary Romance/Regency Romance/Fantasy) Mary Jo Putney

Kingsbury, Karen - (Inspirational Fiction/ Romance) – Terri Blackstock, Beverly Lewis, Francine Rivers, Nicholas Sparks, Tracie Peterson, Catherine Palmer, Dee Henderson, Lori Wick

Kingsbury, Kate – (Cozy British Mysteries) - Simon Brett

Kingsolver, Barbara – (Literary Fiction/ Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Billie Letts, Lorna Landvik, Sandra Jean Scofield, Pat Conroy, Joyce Carol Oates, Isabelle Allende, Amy Tan, Kaye Gibbons, Annie Dillard, Richard Russo, Joanna Trollope

Kinsella, Sophie – (Chick Literature) - Meg Cabot, Mary Kay Andrews, Helen Fielding, Sarah Mlynowski, Jane Green, Marian Keyes, Sarah Strohmeyer, Alice Hoffman

Koestler, Arthur – (Literalary Fiction) – J.M. Coetzee, George Orwell
Koontz, Dean R. – (Suspense/Psychological Suspense/ Dark Fantasy/ Scientific Thriller/ Horror) Greg Bear, Dan Simmons, Robert McCammon, John Saul, Charles Grant, Stephen King, Clive Barker, Peter Benchley, Frederick Forsyth, Thomas Perry, Victoria Holt

Kozak, Harley Jane – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Romance) - Janet Evanovich

Krahn, Betina – (Historical Romances) – Elizabeth Boyle, Patricia Rice, Loretta Chase, Sandy Blair, Amanda Quick, Lynsay Sands

Krakauer, Jon – (True Crimes/Reporting/History) – Erik Larson

Krantz, Judith – (Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Elizabeth Adler, Olivia Goldsmith, Jackie Collins, Eileen Goudge, Danielle Steel, Barbara Delinsky


Krich, Rochelle Majer – (Mystery/Thriller) - Faye Kellerman

Krueger, William Kent – (Mystery) – C. J. Box,

Kurland, Lynn – (Contemporary Romance/Historical Romance/Paranormal Romance/Time Travel Romance/Romantic Fantasy) – Sandy Blair, Kasey Michaels, Sharon Shinn, Diana Gabaldon

Kurlansky, Mark – (Microhistories/Food) – Simon Winchester, Henry Petroski, Tony Horwitz, Robert Sullivan, Michael Pollan

Kurzweil, Allen – (Literary Fiction/Suspense/Historical Adventure) – Arturo Perez-Reverte

Kyle, Barbara – (Historical Fiction) – Alison Weir, Alison Weir, Michelle Moran
-L-

**Lackey, Mercedes** – (Fantasy/Science Fiction/Urban Fantasy) - Marion Zimmer Bradley, Anne McCaffrey, Catherine Asaro, Kim Harrison, Sharon Shinn, R.A. Salvatore, Andre Norton, Robin D. Owens

**LaHaye, Tim R.** – (Satirical Fiction/Christian Fiction/Suspense Stories) – Bill Myers, Joel C. Rosenberg, Frank Peretti, James Byron Huggins, Nancy Moser

**Laity, Sally** – (Historical Christian Fiction/Christian Love Stories) - Janette Oke

**Laker, Rosalind** – (Historical Fiction/Mystery) - Philippa Gregory

**Lambdin, Dewey** – (Adventure/Historical Naval Adventure) - Patrick O’Brien

**L’Amour, Louis** – (Western/ Historical Fiction) – Douglas C. Jones, Elmer Kelton, John Jakes, Allistair Maclean, Max Brand, Tony Hillerman, Zane Grey, Dana Ross, Gilbert Morris

**Land, Jon** – (Espionage Thriller/Political Thriller) – Robert Ludlum

**Landvik, Lorna** – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Fannie Flagg, Adriana Trigiani, Barbara Kingsolver,

**Larson Erik** – (Reporting, History, True Crime) – Simon Winchester, Jon Krakauer, Daniel Stashower, Mike Dash, John Berendt, Ann Rule

**Larson, Nella** – (Literary Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Alice Walker, Toni Morrison, Pauli Marshall, Dorothy West, Edith Wharton

**Lashner, William** – (Mystery/Suspense) - William Bernhardt, Scott Turow

**Laurens, Stephanie** – (Regency Romances) – Julia Quinn, Amanda Quick, Jo Beverly, Julie Garwood, Mary Balogh, Judith McNaught

**Lawrence, David** – (Mystery/Historical Fiction) - Colleen McCullough

**Layton, Edith** – (Historical Romance/Contemporary/Regency Romance/Fantasy) - Mary Jo Putney

**LeCarre, John** – (Spy Thrillers/Political Fiction) – Graham Greene, Ted Allbeury, Len Deighton, Charles McCary, Ward Just, Alan Furst, Daniel Silva, Henning Mankell

**Lecki, Ross** – (Western/Historical Fiction) - Elmer Kelton, Jeff Shaara

**Lee, Rebecca Hagan** – (Historical Fiction/Family Sagas/Chinese/Social Classes) – Pearl S. Buck
Lee, Sandra – (Historical Fiction/Romance Suspense) – Amanda Quick

Le Guin, Ursula K. – (Fantasy/Science Fiction) - Octavia Butler, Andre Norton, Marge Piercy, Catherine Asaro, C.J. Cherryh, Nancy Kress, James Alexander Thom, Sharon Shinn

Lehane, Dennis – (Mystery/Suspense/Psychological Suspense) – S.J. Rozan, Archer Mayor, Bill James, Peter Dexter, Stephen Greenleaf, Jeffrey Deaver, George P. Pelecanos

Lehrer, Jim – (Mystery) – John Dunning, Margaret Truman

Leon, Donna – (Mystery) – Magdalen Nabb, Michael Dibdin, Lindsey Davis, Deborah Crombie, Robert K. Tannenbaum, Stuart Kaminsky, Dan Brown, Gillian Roberts, Georges Simenon,

Leonard, Elmore – (Thrillers/Westerns) – George V. Higgins, Jon A. Jackson, Timothy Watts

Leopold, Aldo – (Nature) – Edward Abbey, Cathie Linz


Lessing, Doris – (Literary Fiction) - Joyce Carol Oates

Letts, Billie – (Literary Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Barbara Kingsolver, Adriana Trigiani

Levack, Simon – (Historical Fiction) - Kathleen O’Neal Gear, W. Michael Gear

Lewis, Beverly – (Amish Fiction/ Christian Fiction) – Wanda E. Brunstetter, Miss Read, W. Dale Cramer, Tracie J. Peterson, Jodi Picoult, Karen Kingsbury, Margaret Frazer, Janette Oke, Gary E. Parker, Catherine Palmer, Morris Gilbert

Lewis, Roy – (International Intrigue/Suspense) - Dan Brown

Lindsey, Johanna – (Contemporary, Futuristic, and Historical Romance) – Julia Quinn, Judith McNaught, Jude Deveraex, Julie Garwood, Amanda Quick, Linda Howard

Linscott, Gillian – (Historical Mystery/Psychological) - Laurie R. King

Linz, Cathie – (Romance) – Jennifer Crusie, Dixie Browning, Maureen Child, Metsy Hingle, Bonnie Gardner, Aldo Leopold, Edward Abbey

Littell, Robert – (Suspense Fiction) - William F. Buckley, Jr.

Little, Bentley – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) - Chuck Palahniuk

Llywelyn, Morgan – (Historical Fiction/Historical Fantasy) – Peter Tremayne, Ann Moore, Edward Rutherfurd, Julene Osborne-McKnight
Llywelyn, Sam – (Thriller/Mystery) – Dick Francis

Long, Jeff – (Thrillers) - Douglas Preston

Lopez, Barry – (Nature) – Edward Abbey

Lovelace, Merline – (Historical Romance/Time Travel Fantasy) - Heather Graham

Lovell, Mary S. – (Biography/Mystery/History) – Anita Fraser

Lovett, Sarah – (Psychological Mystery) - Jonathan Kellerman, Patricia Cornwell

Lowell, Elizabeth – (Romantic Suspense/ Historical Romance) – Jo Beverly, Catherine Coulter, Iris Johansen, Linda Howard, Nancy Taylor Rosenberg, Nora Roberts, Mary Jo Putney, Linda Barnes, Heather Graham, Judith McNaught, Linda Lael Miller, Peter Staub, Patricia Veryan, Julie Garwood, Elizabeth Lowell

Ludlum, Robert – (Espionage Thriller/ Political Thriller) – Andy McNab, Vince Flynn, Gayle Lynds, Phillip Shelby, Jon Land, Tom Clancy, Jack Higgins, Dan Brown, Nelson De Mille, Frederick Forsyth, Philip Marcinko

Lynds, Gayle – (Espionage Thriller/Political Thriller) – Robert Ludlum
-M-

**MacDonald, Ross** – (Mystery/Suspense) – Michael Connelly

**Maclean, Allistair** – (Western/Historical Fiction) - Louis L’Amour

**Mackey, Mary** (Prehistorical/Fiction/Romance ) – Jean Auel

**Macomber, Debbie** – (Women’s Lives and Relationships/Paranormal Romance) – Susan Wiggs, Fern Michaels, Kaye Gibbons, Jude Deveraux, Luanne Rice, Anne Rivers Siddons, Jan Karon, Lori Copeland, , Richard Paul Evans, Kaye Gibbons, Barbara Delinsky

**Mahoney, Dan** – (Mystery) – Ed McBain

**Major, Marcus** – (Mainstream Fiction) - E.Lynn Harris

**Malone, Michael** – (Literary Fiction) – Margaret Maron, Robertson Davies, Jon Hassler, Wendell Berry, Peter Robinson, Richard Russo

**Mallon, Thomas** – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) – E.L. Doctorow

**Mankell, Henning** – (Mystery/Literary Fiction) – Ian Rankin, Jo Nesbo, Hakan Nesser, John Le Carre

**Mann, Catherine** – (Romance) –Meline Lovelace, Susan Crandall

**Marcinko, Richard** – (Adventure Fiction/Military Thrillers) – Bob Mayer, William H. Keith, Keith Douglass, Don Pendleton, Mickey Spillane, Robert Ludlum, WEB Griffin, Tom Clancy, Clive Cussler

**Margolin, Phillip** – (Mystery/ Suspense/Legal Thriller) – James Patterson, John Grisham, Michael Connelly, Harlan Coben, Ridley Pearson, Perri O'Shaughnessy, Richard North Patterson

**Margolis, Sue** – (Chick Literature/Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Marian Keyes

**Marillier, Juliet** – (Fantasy) – Robin McKinley

**Maron, Margaret** – (Mystery) – Beverly Connor, Lillian O’Donnell, Marcia Muller, Martha Grimes, Sue Grafton, Sara Paretsky, Joan Hess, Margaret Coel, Ralph McInerny, Michael Malone,

**Marric, J.J.** – (Mystery) – Ed McBain

**Marryaat, Frederick** – (Adventure/Historical Naval Adventure) - Patrick O’Brien

**Marshall, Evan** – (Romance/Military Romance) - Suzanne Brochmann
Marshall, S.L.A. – (Naval History/Historical Fiction) - C.S. Forester


Martin, Deirdre – (Historical Romance/Contemporary Romance) – Michael R. Phillips and Susan Elizabeth Phillips

Martin, George R.R. – (Fantasy/Science Fiction) – Robin Hobb, Robert Jordan, Barbara Hambly, Greg Keyes, Robert Graves, Dorothy Dunnett

Martini, Steve – (Mystery/ Suspense/ Legal Thriller) – Stephen Cannell, David Baldacci, John Grisham, Michael Connelly, Robert Crais, James Patterson, William Bernhardt, Greg Isles, Lisa Scottoline, John Lescroart, Brad Meltzer, Perri O’Shaughnessy

Maxted, Anna – (Chick Literature/Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Marion Keyes

Maxwell, Robin – (Historical Fiction) – Margaret George, Jean Plaidy

May, Julian – (Science Fiction/Fantasy) - Marion Zimmer Bradley

Mayer, Bob – (Adventure Fiction/Military Thrillers) – Richard Marcinko

Maylor, Gloria – (Mainstream Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Diane McKinney-Wetstone

Maynard, Kenneth – (Historical Fiction/Historical Adventure) – Alexander Kent

Mayor, Archer – (Mystery/Suspense/Psychological Suspense) - Dennis Le Haye

Mayter, Sparkle – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Romance) - Janet Evanovich


McCaffrey, Anne – (Science Fiction/ Romance) – Marion Zimmer Bradley, Robert Jordan, Mercedes Lackey, Elizabeth Ann Scarborough, Diana Gabaldon, Catherine Asaro, Nora Roberts, Terry Brooks, Lois McMaster Bujold,

McCall, Dinah – (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Contemporary Romance) – Kathleen Eagle

McCall Smith, Alexander – (Cozy Mysteries/Literary Fiction/Satirical Fiction/Humor) – Janet Evanovich, Marion Chesney, M.C. Beaton, Margaret Maron, Simon Brett, Agatha Christie, Diane Mott Davidson, Nancy Atherton, Nevada Barr, James Thurber, Clyde Edgerton, Jon Hassler

McCammon, Robert R. – (Horror/Fantasy/Psychological) - Stephen King, Dean R. Koontz

McCary, Charles – (Spy Thrillers/Political Fiction) - John LeCarre
McCarthy, Cormac – (Literary Fiction/Western/Historical Fiction) – William Faulkner, Annie Proulx, Thomas Pynchon, Clyde Edgerton, Larry McMurtry, John Irving

McCorkle, Jill – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Doris Betts, Kaye Gibbons, Ann Rivers Siddons

McCrumb, Sharyn – (Mystery/ Literary Fiction) – Wendell Berry, Fred Chappell, Joan Hess, Tony Hillerman, Lee Smith, Elizabeth Peters, J.R. Ripley

McCullough, Colleen – (Mystery/ Romantic Suspense/Historical Fiction) – Scott Turow, Deon Meyer, Lauren Kelly, David Lawrence, Jeffrey Deaver, John Sanford, Harlan Coben, John Hart, Steven Pressfield,

McCullough, David – (History/Biography) – Steven Ambrose, Nathaniel Philbrick, Joseph J. Ellis, Ron Chernow, Caroline Alexander

McCutchan, Phillip – (Adventure/Historical Naval Adventures) - Patrick O’Brien

McDermid, Val – (Mystery/Historical Mystery/Psychological) – Laurie R. King, Anne Perry

McDermott, Alice – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Alice Hoffman

McEwan, Ian – (Literary Fiction/Psychological Fiction) – Martin Amis, Philip Roth, Paul Auster, Virginia Woolf

McGarrity, Michael – (Western/Historical Fiction) – C.J. Box, Elmer Kelton

McGrory, Brian – (Mystery/Suspense) - Stephen Cannell

McInerney, Ralph - (Mystery) - Andrew Greeley, Margaret Maron

McKillip, Patricia A. – (Fantasy) - Robin McKinley

McKinley, Robin – (Fantasy) – Donna Jo Napoli, Juliet Marillier, Patricia A. McKillip, Elizabeth Ann Scarborough, Neil Gaiman, Sharon Shinn

McKinney-Wetstone, Diane – (Mainstream Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships – Margaret Johnson-Hodge, Bebe Moore Campbell, Brian Keith Jackson, Gloria Naylor, Connie Briscoe

McMahon, Thomas – (American Fiction) - Saul Bellow


McMurtry, Larry – (Western/ Literary Fiction) – Ivan Doig, Conrad Richter, Cormac McCarthy, John Irving, Ken Kesey, Elmer Kelton

McNab, Andy – (Espionage Thriller/Political Thriller) – Robert Ludlum

McNaught, Judith – (Contemporary& Historical Romance/ Romantic Suspense) – Julie Garwood, Elizabeth Lowell, Karen Robards, Catherine Coulter, Stephanie Laurens, Sally Beauman, Barbara Delinsky, Jude Deveraux, Johanna Lindsey, Judith Michael, Victoria Holt


Medeiros, Teresa – (Historical Fiction/Romance Suspense) – Amanda Quick

Medicott, Joan – (Gentle Read) - Jan Karon

Meier, Leslie – (Cozy Mystery/English Mystery) - Dorothy Cannell

Meltzer, Brad – (Suspense) – David Baldacci, John Grisham, Vince Flynn, Robin Cook, James Patterson, Stuart Woods, Steve Martini, James Grippando

Meyer, Deon – (Mystery) - Colleen McCullough

Michael, Judith - (Romance/ Glitz and Glamour) – Doris Mortman, Fern Michaels, Judith McNaught, Barbara Taylor Bradford, Danielle Steel, Eileen Gouge

Michaels, Barbara - (Romantic Suspense/ Gothic Fiction) – Clarissa Ross, Mary Stewart, Isabelle Holland, Virginia Coffman, Anne Rice

Michaels, Fern – (Romance/ Historical Romance)- Rosemary Rogers, Madeline Hunter, Debbie Macomber, Nora Roberts, Sandra Brown, Jude Devereaux, Mary Kay Andrews, Eileen Gouge, Belva Plain, Danielle Steel

Michaels, Kasey – (Contemporary Romance/Historical Romance/Paranormal/Romance/Time Travel Romance/Romantic Fantasy) – Lynn Kurland

Michener, James – (Mainstream Fiction/ Historical Saga) – Kiana Davenport, Isabelle Allende, John Jakes, Herman Wouk, Leon Uris, Edward Rutherfurd

Miller, John Grider – (Historical Fiction/Naval History) - C.S. Forester

Miller, Linda Lael – (Romance/Historical Romance/Romantic Suspense/Paranormal Romance) – Elizabeth Lowell, Joan Johnston, Kate Bridges, Carolyn Davidson, Jodi Thomas

Miller, Sue – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - John Irving, Jodi Picoult, Anita Shreve, Joanna Trollope

Mills, Kyle – (Suspense) – David Baldacci, James Grippando, Jack Higgins
Mina, Denise – (Cozy Mystery) – N.C. Beaton

Mithard, Jacquelyn – (Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Jodi Picoult, Joyce Carol Oates, Elizabeth Berg, Cindy Bonner, Nancy Thayer, Nicholas Sparks, LaVyrle Spencer, Anita Shreve,

Mlyonwski, Sarah – (Chick Literature) - Sophie Kinsella

Monfredo, Miriam Grace – (Mystery/Historical Mystery/Psychological) – Laurie R. King

Moning, Karen Marie – (Paranormal Romance) - Sherrilyn Kenyon

Monroe, Mary Alice – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Dorothea Benton Frank, Anne River Siddons

Moore, Alan – (Fantasy/Horror/Science Fiction) - Neil Gaiman

Moore, Ann – (Historical Fiction/Historical Fantasy) – Morgan Llywelyn

Moran, Michelle – (Historical Fiction) – Alison Weir, Barbara Kyle, Sara Donati

Morgan, Richard – (Fantasy/Mystery/Humor) - Jim Butcher


Morre, Christopher – (Satirical Fiction/Horror/Fantasy) – Robert Rankin, Douglas Adams, Tom Holt, Will Clarke, Mark Leyner


Morrison, Toni – (Literary Fiction) – Faulkner, Gloria Naylor, Louise Erdrich, Nella Larson, Alice Walker

Moser, Nancy – (Satirical Fiction/Christian Fiction/Suspense Stories) - Tim R. LeHaye

Mosley, Walter – (Mystery/Suspense) – James Elroy, Kris Nelscott, Gar Anthony Haywood, Barbara Hambly

Muller, Marcia – (Mystery) - Jan Burke, Nevada Barr, Sara Paretsky, J.A. Jance, Laurie R. King, Margaret Maron, Linda Fairstein, Sue Grafton, Zane Grey

Murakami, Haruki – (Literary Fiction) – Neil Gaiman, David Mitchell, Orhan Pamuk

Murphy, Pat – (Science Fiction/Fantasy) - Ray Bradbury

Murray, Christopher – (Mainstream Fiction) - E.Lynn Harris
**Myers, Amy** – (Mystery) - Agatha Christie

**Myers, Bill** – (Satirical Fiction/Christian Fiction/Suspense Stories) - Tim R. LeHaye

**Myerson, Julie** – (Cozy British Mysteries) - Simon Brett
-N-

**Nabb, Magdalen** – (Mystery) - Donna Leon

**Napoli, Donna Jo** – (Fantasy) - Robin McKinley

**Neggars, Carla** – (Romantic Suspense) – Iris Johansen, J.D. Robb

**Neville, Katherine** – (International Intrigue/Suspense) – Dan Brown

**Newman, Sharan** – (Historical Fiction/Historical Mystery) - Sharon K. Penman, Anne Perry

**Niven, Larry** – (Science Fiction) - Robert A. Heinlein

**Norton, Andre** – (Fantasy/Science Fiction/Historical Fiction) - Marion Zimmer Bradley, Lois McMaster Bujold, Anne McCaffrey, Tamora Pierce, Michael A. Burstein, Mercedes Lackey, Ursula K. LeGuin

**Novik, Naomi** – (Historical Fiction/Historical Adventure) - Alexander Kent, Robin D. Owens

**Novak, Brenda** – (Contemporary Romance/Romantic Suspense) - Virginia Kantra
-O-

**Oates, Joyce Carol** – (Literary Fiction/ Psychological Suspense) – Margaret Atwood, Don Delillo, Ruth Rendell, Barbara Vine, Chris Bohjalian, Doris Lessing, Barbara Kingsolver, V.C. Andrews, Jackie Collins, Jacquelyn Mitchard


**O’Brien, Edna** – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Maeve Binchy

**O’Brien, Maureen** – (Cozy British Mysteries) - Simon Brett

**O’Connell, Carol** – (Mystery/Suspense) - George P. Pelecanos

**O’Connor, Flannery** – (Literary Fiction/Suspense) - Graham Greene

**O’Donnell, Lillian** – (Mystery) - Margaret Maron

**Oke, Janette** – (Historical Christian Fiction/ Christian Love Stories) - Lori Copeland, Janet Dailey, Tracie Peterson, Colleen Reece, Gilbert Morris, Sally Laity, Beverly Lewis, Wanda E. Brunstetter, Tracie Peterson, Colleen Reece, Gilbert Morris, Sally Laity, Beverly Lewis, Wanda E. Brunstetter,

**Olsen, Mark Andrews** – (Christian Fiction/Suspense/ Psychological Thriller/Fantasy) – Ted Dekker

**Orwell, George** – (Literary Fiction/Science Fiction/ Satirical Fiction) – Aldous Huxley, Arthur Koestler, Margaret Atwood, Jose Saramago, Octavia E. Butler

**O’Shaughnessy, Perri** – (Legal Thriller) – Steve Martini, John Lescroart, Lisa Scottoline, Michael Connelly, Kathy Reichs, Phillip Margolin

**Owens, Robin D.** – (Futuristic Romance/Romantic Fantasy) – Jayne Ann Krentz, Naomi Novik, Catherine Asaro, Lois McMaster Bujold, Mercedes Lackey,
Page, Katherine Hall – (Mystery) - Dorothy Cannell, Diane Mott Davidson, Joanne Fluke, Carolyn G. Hart, Joan Hess, Donna Andrews

Palahniuk, Chuck – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) – Dougles Coupland, J.G Ballard, Bentley Little

Palliser, Charles – (Literary Fiction/Suspense/Historical Adventure) – Arturo Perez-Reverte

Palmer, Catherine - (Inspirational Fiction/Romance) – Karen Kingsbury, Beverly Lewis

Palmer, Michael – (Medical Suspense) - Robin Cook, Tess Gerritsen, Patricia Cornwell, Kathy Reichs, Jonathan Kellerman, John T. Lescroart

Pamuk, Orhan – (Literary Fiction/Suspense/Historical Adventure) – Arturo Perez-Reverte

Paretsky, Sara – (Mystery) – Linda Barnes, Edna Buchanan, Marcia Muller, Kate Wilhelm, Barbara D’Amato, Ken Follett, Sue Grafton, J.A. Jance, Margaret Maron

Parker, Barbara – (Mystery) - Edna Buchanan, Linda Barnes, Stephen Walsh White, Robert Tanenbaum

Parker, Gary E. – (Christian Fiction) - Beverly Lewis

Parker, Robert B. – (Mystery) – Raymond Chandler, Stephen Cannell, Robert Crais, Loren Estleman, James Lee Burke, Linda Barnes, M.C. Beaton, Lawrence Block, John Dunning, Lawrence Sanders, Robert K. Tanenbaum

Parker, T. Jefferson - (Mystery/Suspense) - Michael Connelly, Ridley Pearson, John Sandford

Patterson, James – (Suspense) – John Sanford, Greg Iles, Ridley Pearson, Brad Meltzer, Jeffery Deaver, Harlan Coben, Patricia Cornwell, Jonathan Kellerman, V.C. Andrews, Joy Fielding, Frederick Forsyth, Andrew Greeley, Tami Hoag, Phillip Margolin, John Sandford, Steve Martini, Mary Jane Clark, John Saul, Sidney Sheldon, Stewart Woods,

Patterson, Richard North – (Legal Thriller/ Suspense) – Scott Turow, Jack Higgins, Stephen Walsh White, John Grisham, Phillip Margolin, John Lescroart, Margaret Truman, William Bernhardt

Peacock, Nancy – (Family Sagas/Historical Fiction) - Arthur Hailey

Pearce, Michael – (Mystery) - Agatha Christie

Pears, Iain – (Mystery/Literary Thrillers/Historical Fiction) – Nicholas Kilmer, Jonathan Gash, Ross King, Lindsay Clarke, Neal Stephenson
Pearson, Ridley - (Mystery/Thriller/Suspense) – Jeffery Deaver, John Sanford, Thomas Perry, T. Jefferson Parker, Ian Rankin, Michael Connelly, Nelson De Mille, Jonathan Kellerman, Phillip Margolin, James Patterson, Lawrence Sanders

Peart, Jane – (Historical Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Jennifer Chiaverini,

Pelecanos, George P. – (Mystery/suspense) – Dennis Lahane, Michael Connelly, Barry Eisler, Carol O’Connell

Pendleton, Don – (Adventure Fiction/Military Thrillers) - Richard Marcinko

Penman, Sharon K. – (Historical Fiction/Historical Mystery) – Margaret George, Jean Plaidy, Rodrigo Garcia y Robertson, Fiona Buckley, Rosemary Hawley Jarman, Sharon Newman, Dorothy Dunnett, Steven Saylor, Jeff Shaara

Penny, Louise – (Mystery) - Jan Burke

Peretti, Frank – (Christian Fiction/ Horror Stories/ Suspense) – Randy Alcorn, John Saul, Jerry Jenkins & Tim Lahaye, Dan Brown, Ted Dekker, Dee Henderson, Terri Blackstock

Perez-Reverte, Arturo – (Literary Fiction/Suspense/Historical Adventure) - Dan Brown, Allen kurzweil, Orhan Pamuk, Nicholas Shakespeare, Charles Palliser, Alexandre Dumas, Patrick O’Brien

Perdue, Lewis – (International Intrigue/Suspense) - Dan Brown

Perry, Anne – (Mystery/ Historical Fiction) - Elizabeth Peters, Nevada Barr, Jeanne Dams, P.D. James, Martha Grimes, Sharon Newman, Caleb Carr, Val McDermid, Deborah Crombie, Bruce Alexander, Charles Dickens, Steven Saylor

Perry, Thomas - (Mystery/ Suspense)- Lisa Gardner, Dean Koontz, Tess Gerritsen, William Bernhardt, Jonathan Kellerman, Patricia Cornwell, Iris Johansen, Ridley Pearson, Stephen Walsh White,

Peters, Elizabeth – (Cozy Mystery/ Historical Fiction) – Sharyn McCrumb, Dashiell Hammett, Carolyn Hart, Jayne Ann Krentz, Sue Grafton, Anne Perry, Amanda Quick, Kathy Reichs

Peterson, Tracie – (Inspirational Fiction, Romance) – Karen Kingsbury, Beverly Lewis, Janette Oke, Francine Rivers

Petroski, Henry – (Microhistories/Food) – Mark Kurlansky, Mary Roach

Philbrick, Nathaniel – (History/Biography) – David McCullough

Phillips, Michael R and Phillips, Susan Elizabeth – (Historical Romance/Contemporary Romance) – Jennifer Crusie, Rachel Gibson, Deborah Smith, Jayne Ann Krentz, Doris Betts, Deirdre Martin, Nancy Kress,
Pickard, Nancy – (Cozy Mystery) – Gillian Roberts

Picoult, Jodi - (Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Jacquelyn Mitchard, Luanne Rice, Ann Hood, Sue Miller, Eileen Goudge, Anita Shreve, Elizabeth Berg, Anna Quindlen, Clyde Edgerton, Beverly Lewis

Pierce, Marge – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction/Science Fiction) - Octavia Butler, Margaret Atwood, E.L. Doctorow, Ursula K. Le Guin, Mary McGarry Morris, Doris Lessing, Robert A. Heinlein, Anna Quindlen, Sheri S. Tepper, Carolyn G. Hart

Piesman, Marissa – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Romance) - Janet Evanovich

Pilcher, Rosamunde – (Women’s Lives and Relationships/ Gentle Read) – Ann B. Ross, Maeve Binchey, D.E. Stevenson, Elizabeth Cadell, Joanna Trollope, Tracie Chevalier, Barbara Taylor Bradford, Anne Rivers Siddons,

Pineiro, R.J. – (Techno-Thriller) – Tom Clancy

Plaidy, Jean – (Historical Fiction) – Rosalind Miles, Robin Maxwell, Philippa Gregory, Sharon Kay Penman, Anya Seton, Margaret George

Plain, Belva – (Family Saga/ Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Barbara Delinsky, Barbara Taylor Bradford, Howard Fast, Nicholas Sparks, Julie Ellis, Fern Michaels,

Poger, David – (Techno-Thriller) - Tom Clancy

Pollan, Michael – (Microhistories/Food) - Mark Kurlansky

Powers, David – (Science Fiction) - Nancy Kress

Poyer, David – (Suspense) - Peter Benchley, Larry Bond


Pratt, James Michael – (Lives & Relationships/Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction) – John Irving, Nicholas Sparks

Pressfield, Steven – (Historical Fiction/Military Fiction) - Michael Curtis Ford, Cecelia Holland, H.N. Turtletaub, Colleen McCullough, Patrick Rambaud, David Anthony Durham

Preston, Douglas – (Thrillers) – Michael Crichton, Matthew Reilly, James Rollins, Jeff Long, Stephen King, Jack Du Brul

Price, Edgar Allan – (Horror) - Clive Barker

Price, Reynolds – (Literary Fiction) - Doris Betts, Rick Bragg, Louise Erdich
**Proulx, Annie** – (Literary Fiction) – Louise Erdich, Cormac McCarthy

**Purser, Ann** – (Cozy British Mysteries) - Simon Brett

**Putney, Mary Jo** – (Historical Romance/Contemporary Romance/Regency Romance/Fantasy) - Mary Balogh, Jo Beverly, Susan King, Patricia Rice, Edith Layton, Susan Crandall, Kay Hooper, Elizabeth Lowell

**Pym, Barbara** – (Gentle Read/Social Lives and Customs) – Miss Read

**Pynchon, Thomas** – (Literary Fiction/Historical Fiction/Western) - Cormac McCarthy, Neal Stephenson
Quick, Amanda – (Historical Fiction/Romance Suspense) – Julia Quinn, Alice Duncan, Amelia Gray, Teresa Medeiros, Sandra Lee, Olivia Goldsmith, Georgette Heyer, Eloisa James, Betina Krahn, Jayne Ann Krentz, Stephanie Laurens, Johanna Lindsey, Elizabeth Peters

Quindlen, Anna – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Elizabeth Berg, Anne Tyler, Jane Smiley, Jodi Picoult, Marge Piercy

Quinn, Julia – (Historical Romance/Regency Era) - Sally Beauman, Suzanne Enoch, Patricia Cabot, Deborah Simmons, Amanda Quick, Stephanie Lauren, Johanna Lindsey
-R-

Rabb, Jonathan – (International Intrigue/Suspense) - Dan Brown

Ragan, Naomi – (Historical Fiction) - Pearl S. Buck

Rambaud, Patrick – (Historical Fiction/Military Fiction) - Steven Pressfield

Ramin, Teresa Daly – (Contemporary Romance/Romantic suspense) - Virginia Kantra

Rand, Ayn – (Science Fiction) - Robert A. Heinlein

Rankin, Ian – (Mystery) - Michael Connelly, Robert Wilson, Quintia Jardine, Ken Bruen, Joseph Wambaugh, Henning Mankell, Ridley Pearson

Rannery, Karen – (Romance) – Mary Balogh


Ray, Jeanne – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Elizabeth Berg, Jeanne Ray

Read, Miss – (Gentle Read/ Social Lives and Customs) – Ann B. Ross, D.E. Stevenson, Jan Karon, Barbara Pym, Beverly Lewis, Traci DePree

Reece, Colleen - (Historical Christian Fiction/Christian Love Stories) – Janette Oke

Reich, Christopher – (Suspense) – Stephen Frey, Vince Flynn, Jeffrey Deaver, Harold Robbins, Dick Frances, Daniel Silva, Lisa Scottoline

Reichs, Kathy – (Mystery/ Suspense) – Karin Slaughter, Elizabeth Peters, Jan Burke, Linda Fairstein, Iris Johansen, Tess Gerritsen, Janet Evanovich, Patricia Cornwell, Robert Crais, Perri O’Shaughnessy, Michael Palmer, Robin Cook,

Reilly, Matthew – (Thrillers) – Douglas Preston, Michael Crichton, Clive Cussler

Renault, Mary – (Historical Fantasy/Historical Fiction) – Dorothy Dunnett, Cecelia Holland, Linda Robinson

Rendell, Ruth – (Mystery/Psychological Suspense) – Minette Walters, Frances Fyfield, Margaret Millar, Elizabeth George, Martha Grimes, P.D. James, Joyce Carol Oates, Peter Robinson

Rice, Anne – (Horror/ Paranormal Romance/ Fantasy/ Historical Fiction) – Donna Boyd, Tananarive Due, Jeanne Kalogridis, Tanith Lee, Chelsea Quinn Yarbro, Tom Holland, Dan Simmons, Clive Barker, Barbara Michaels, John Saul
Rice, Luanne – (Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Nicholas Sparks, Eileen Gouge, Dorothea Benton Frank, Jodi Picoult, Barbara Delinsky, Debbie Macomber, Kristin Hannah, Lavyrle Spencer, Jennifer Weiner, Isabel Allende, Elizabeth Berg, Barbara Taylor Bradford

Rice, Patricia – (Historical Romances) - Betina Krahn, Mary Jo Putney

Richards, Emilie – (Historical Fiction/Women’s Lives & Realitionships) – Jennifer Chiaverini

Richter, Conrad – (Western/Literary Fiction) - Larry McMurtry

Riggs, Cynthia – (Romantic Suspense) - Dorothy Gilman

Ripley, J.R. – (Western Fiction) - Sharyn McCrumb


Roach, Mary – (Science Writing/Humor) – Bill Bryson, Carl Zimmer, Susan Seligson, Henry Petroski, Sarah Vowell

Robards, Karen – (Romantic Suspense/ Historical Romance/Paranormal Romance) – Julie Garwood, Linda Howard, Sandra Brown, Phillipa Carr, Judith McNaught, Kay Hooper, Jane Ann Krentz,


Robbins, Harold – (Suspense/Mystery/Las Vegas, Nevada) – Christopher Reich, J.D. Robb,

Robbins, Tom – (Literary Fiction) – Kurt Vonnegut, Tim Sandlin, Richard Grant, Christopher Moore, T. Coraghessan Boyle

Roberts, Gillian – (Cozy Mystery/Mainstream Fiction) – Nancy Pickard, Carolyn G. Hart, Gail Bowen, Donna Leon, Joan Hess, Janet Evanovich, Jennifer Cruise

Roberts, John Maddox – (Historical Mystery) – Lindsey Davis

Roberts, Nora – (Romance/ Romantic Suspense) – Jane Ann Krentz, Mary Jo Putney, Sandra Brown, Elizabeth Lowell, Mary Alice Monroe, Julie Garwood, Linda Howard, Barbara Taylor Bradford, Janet Dailey, Barbara Delinsky, Jude Deveraux, Elizabeth Adler, Virginia Kantra, Anne McCaffrey, Fern Michaels, Lavyrl Spencer, Danielle Steel, Katherine Stone, Peter Straub, Jackie Collins, Catherine Coulter,

Robinson, Kim Stanley – (Science Fiction) – Greg Bear, Isaac Asimov, Nancy Kress, Michael Crichton

Robinson, Lynda – (Historical Mystery) - P.C Doherty, Steven Saylor, Mary Renault
**Robinson, Peter** – (Mysteries) - Deborah Crombie, Ruth Rendell, Ann Granger, Michael Malone

**Robinson, Spider** – (Science Fiction/Fantasy/Mystery Stories) - Charles de Lint, Robert Heinlein, Lois McMaster Bujold,

**Robson, Lucia St. Clair** – (Historical Fiction) - Kathleen O’Neal Gear, W. Michael Gear, James Alexander Thom

**Roby, Kimberla Lawson** – (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Mainstream Fiction) – Terry McMillan

**Rollins, James** – (Adventure Fiction/Suspense) – Steve Berry, Dan Brown, Clive Cussler, Jack B. Du Brul, Douglas J. Preston, Michael Crichton

**Roosevelt, Elliot** – (Historical Mystery) – John Dickson Carr, Margaret Truman

**Rosenberg, Nancy Taylor** – (Romantic Suspense/Historical Romance) – Elizabeth Lowell

**Rosenburg, Joel** – (Fantasy) - Raymond E. Feist, Tim R. LeHaye

**Rosenfelt, David** – (Legal Thrillers) - John T. Lescroart

**Ross, Ann B.** – (Family Relationships/ Humorous Fiction) – Bret Lott, Rosamunde Pilcher, Kaye Gibbons, Vonette Bright, Lori Copeland, Jan Karon, Dorothea Benton Frank, Fannie Flagg, Miss Read

**Ross, Dana** – (Western/Historical Fiction) - Louis L’Amour

**Ross, JoAnn** – (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Contemporary Romance) – Kathleen Eagle

**Roth, Philip** – (Literary Fiction/Psychological Fiction) - Ian McEwan

**Rozan, S.J.** – (Mystery/Suspense/Psychological Suspense) - Dennis LeHaye

**Rule, Ann** – (True Crime) – Patricia Cornwell, Joseph Wambaugh, Erik Larson

**Rushdie, Salman** – (American Fiction) - Saul Bellow

**Russell, John** – (North Carolina Fiction) - Doris Betts,

**Russo, Richard** – (Literary Fiction) – Michael Chabon, Anne Tyler, Barbara Kingslover, Michael Malone, Louise Erdich

**Rutherford, Edward** – (Historical Fiction/Family Sagas) – Barbara Wood, Leon Uris, Anna Lee Waldo, Morgan Llywelyn, James Michener
Salter, Anna – (Psychological Mystery) - Jonathan Kellerman

Samuel, Barbara – (Contemporary Romance/Historical Romance/Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Jo Beverley, Kathleen Eagle, Susan Wiggs, Deborah Smith, Dorothea Benton Frank

Sanders, Lawrence – (Mystery) – Robert B. Parker, Carol Higgins Clark, Stuart Woods, Tony Hillerman, Jonathan Kellerman, Ridley Pearson,


Sands, Lynsay – (Historical Romance/Contemporary Romance/Comedy) – Betina Krahn

Saramago, Jose – (Literary Fiction/Science Fiction/Satirical Fiction) – George Orwell

Satrapi, Marjane – (Memoirs/Graphic Novels) – Sherman Alexie, Art Spiegelman

Saul, John – (Suspense) – Dean Koontz, Robin Cook, Stephen King, V.C. Andrews, Anne Rice, James Patterson, Frank Peretti, Clive Barker

Savage, Dan – (Memoir/Social Issues/Humor) – Michael Thomas Ford

Savage, Les – (Western) – Zane Grey

Sayers, Dorothy L. – (Mystery) – P.D. James, Deborah Crombie, Anita Fraser, Martha Grimes, Elizabeth George

Saylor, Steven – (Historical Mystery) – Sharon Kay Penman, Lynda Robinson, Fiona Buckley, Anne Perry, Bernard Cornwell, Lindsey Davis,

Scanlon, Patricia – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Maeve Binchy

Scarborough, Elizabeth Ann – (Science Fiction/Romance) - Anne McCaffrey, Robin McKinley

Scofield, Sandra Jean – (Literary Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships) –Barbara Kingsolver

Scott, Leonard B. – (Adventure/Military & Police Thriller) - W.E.B. Griffin

Scottoline, Lisa – (Legal Thriller) – Steve Martini, Jonnie Jacobs, Linda Fairstein, Tami Hoag, Lisa Gardner, Jonathan Kellerman, Janet Evanovich, John Grisham, Perri O’Shaughnessy, Christopher Reich

Sebohm, Caroline – (American Fiction) – Saul Bellow
See, Lisa – (Historical Fiction/Chinese History) - Pearl S. Buck, Amy Tan

Seton, Anya – (Ghost Fiction) – Daphne DuMaurier, Diana Gabaldon, Cecelia Holland, Jean Plaidy

Shaara, Jeff – (Historical Fiction) – Bernard Cornwell, Sharon Kay Penman, C.S. Forester, Georgette Heyer, John Jakes

Shayne, Maggie – (Paranormal Romance) - Sherrilyn Kenyon

Shelby, Philip – (Espionage Thriller/Political Thriller) – Robert Ludlum

Sheldon, Sidney – (Mainstream Fiction/ Thriller) – Jeffrey Archer, Jackie Collins, Mary Higgins Clark, James Patterson, John Grisham,

Sherman, Josepha – (Fantasy/Science Fiction/Historical Fiction/Historical Mystery) - Barbara Hambley

Shinn, Sharon – (Science Fiction/Fantasy/Mystery) - Catherine Asaro, Deborah Smith, Ursula K. LeGuin, Robin McKinley, Lynn Kurland

Shreve, Anita – (Women’s Lives and Relationships/ Literary Fiction) – Elizabeth Berg, Jodi Picoult, Sue Miller, Jacquelyn Mitchard, Alice Hoffman, Maeve Binchy, Joy Fielding, Dorothea Benton Frank, John Irving, Amy Tan

Shute, Nevil – (Thriller/Mystery) – Dick Francis, Patrick O’Brian

Siegel, Sheldon – (Legal Thrillers) - John T. Lescroart

Siddons, Anne Rivers - (Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Dorothea Benton Frank, Lois Battle, Rita Mae Brown (not Sneaky Pie), Lee Smith, Jill McCorkle, Kaye Gibbons, Rosamunde Pilcher, Sue Monk Kidd, Mary Alice Monroe, Barbara Delinsky, Debbie Macomber

Silva, Daniel – (International Intrigue/ Suspense) – Jon Land, Frederick Forsyth, Dan Brown, Christopher Reich, Robert Baer, Vince Flynn, Lee Child, Nelson DeMille, Larry Bond, Graham Greene, Martin Cruz Smith

Simenon, Georges – (Mysteries/Thrillers) – Donna Leon, Nicolas Freeling, Agatha Christie, Graham Greene

Simmons, Dan – (Horror/Fantasy/Psychological Thrillers) – Stephen King, Orson Scott Card, Dean R. Koontz, Anne Rice

Simmons, Deborah – (Historical Romance/Regency Era) – Julia Quinn

Slaughter, Karin – (Suspense) - Tess Gerritsen

Smiley, Jane – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Anna Quindlen
Smiley, Patricia – (Humorous Mystery/Contemporary Romance) - Janet Evanovich

Smith, Deborah – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Kristin Hannah, Sharon Shinn, Michael R. Phillips and Susan Elizabeth Phillips, Barbara Samuel,

Smith, Julie – (Mystery) – Susan Dunlap, Sarah Shankman, Marcia Muller, Janet Evanovich,

Smith, Lee – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Doris Betts, Kaye Gibbons, Sharyn McCrumb, Anne Rivers Siddons

Smith, Martin Cruz – (Mystery/Historical Fiction/Suspense) – Joseph Kanon, Stuart Kaminsky, Daniel Silva

Smith, Wilber – (Adventure/ Historical Fiction) – John Jakes, Barbara Wood, Clive Cussler

Sparks, Nicholas - (Gentle Read) –James Michael Pratt, Richard Paul Evans, Lynne Hinton, Jan Karon, Luanne Rice, Karen Kingsbury, Ann B. Ross, John Irving, Belva Plain

Spencer, Lavyrle – (Historical Americana/ Contemporary Romance) – Lorraine Heath, Nora Roberts, Barbara Delinsky, Dorothea Benton Frank, Luanne Rice

Spiegelman, Art – (Biography/Memoirs/Politics) – Marjane Satrapi,

Spillane, Mickey – (Adventure Fiction) - Peter Benchley, Richard Marcinko

Stabenow, Dana – Mystery) - Nevada Barr

Stashower, Daniel – (True Crime/Reporting/History) – Erik Larson

Steel, Danielle – (Women’s Lives and Relationships) – Barbara Delinsky, Eileen Goudge, Barbara Taylor Bradford, Fern Michaels, Mary Higgins Clark, Nora Roberts, Sally Beauman, Judith Krantz, Jackie Collins, Judith Michael

Steffen, Sandra – (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Contemporary Romances/Historical Romances/Time Travel Romances) – Kristin Hannah

Stegner, Wallace – (Western/Historical Fiction) - Elmer Kelton, John Steinbeck

Steinbeck, John – (Literary Fiction/ Family Saga/ Mainstream Fiction) – Kent Haruf, Wallace Stegner, Nadine Gordimer, Alice Walker

Stephenson, Neal – (Science Fiction/Techno-Thrillers/Literary Fiction) – Thomas Pynchon, Iain Pears

Stevenson, D.E – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Rosamunde Pilcher, Miss Read

Stevenson, Jane – (Historical Fiction/Spy Thrillers) – Dorothy Dunnett

Stevenson, Robert Louis – (Fantasy) - Raymond E. Feist
Stewart, Mariah – (Romantic Suspense) – Kay Hooper, Jan Burk

Stewart, Mary – (Romantic Suspense) – Dorothy Gilman, Barbara Michaels

Stone, Katherine – (Romantic Suspense / Womens’ Lives & Relationships) – Nora Roberts, Elizabeth Adler

Stout, Rex – (Mystery) – Robert Goldsborough, Jeffrey Deaver

Straight, Susan – (Science Fiction/Fantasy) – Octavia Butler

Straub, Peter – (Horror/Fantasy/Psychological Thrillers) – Clive Barker, Stephen King

Strohmeyer, Sarah – (Chick Literature/Humorous Mystery/contemporary Romance) – Sophie Kinsella, Meg Cabot, Janet Evanovich

Sturgeon, Theodore – (Science Fiction/Fantasy/Horror) - Ray Bradbury, Kurt Vonnegut

Sullivan, Robert – (Microhistories/Food) - Mark Kurlansky

Sutcliffe, Katherine – (Romantic Suspense) - Linda Howard

Suthren, Victor – (Adventure/Historical Naval Adventures) - Patrick O’Brian, Kent Alexander

Tanenbaum, Robert K. –(Suspense/ Mystery/ Legal Thriller) – Michael Connelly, Donna Leon, John Sanford, Nelson Demille, Jeffrey Deaver, Stuart Woods, Linda Fairstein, William Bernhardt, John T. Lescroart, Barbara Parker

Tarr, Judith – (Historical Fantasy/Historical Fiction) – Cecelia Holland, Harry Turtledove

Tepper, Sheri S. – (Science Fiction/Fantasy) – Margaret Atwood, Marge Piercy, Marion Zimmer Bradley, Octavia E. Butler

Thane, Elswyth – (Family Sagas/Historical Fiction) – Arthur Hailey

Thoene, Bodie and Brock – (Christian Fiction/Historical Christian Fiction/Christian Love) Francine Rivers

Thom, James Alexander – (Historical Fiction) - Don Goldsmith, Lucia St. Clair Robson, Robert Conley, Ursula K. Le Guin

Thomas, Ross – (Legal Spy Thrillers/Political Thrillers/Military Thrillers) - Brian Haig

Thor, Brad – (Military Thriller) - Larry Bond, P. T. Deuterman

Thoreau, Henry David – (Nature) – Edward Abbey, Annie Dillard

Thurlo, Aimee & David – (Mystery/Suspense) - J.A. Jance

Tolkien, J.R.R. – (Fantasy) – Raymond E. Feist, Robert Jordan, Terry Brooks, Margaret Weis, Neil Gaiman, Stephen King,

Tosches, Nick – (International Intrigue/Suspense) - Dan Brown

Tremayne, Peter – (Historical Fiction/Historical Fantasy) - Morgan Llywelyn

Trigiani, Adriana – (Gentle Read/Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Jennifer Chiaverini, Fannie Flagg, Billie Letts, Dorothea Benton Frank, Lorna Landvik, Clyde Edgerton

Trollope, Joanna, – (Women’s Lives and Relationships /Historical Fiction)- Anne Tyler, Maeve Binchy, Elizabeth Berg, Sue Miller, Barbara Kingsolve, Rosamunde Pilcher

Truman, Margaret – (Mystery) – Elliot Roosevelt, Richard North Patterson, Jim Lehrer

Tucker, Lisa – (Contemporary Romance/Romance Suspense) - Sally Beauman
Turow, Scott – (Legal Thrillers/Historical Fiction) – John Lescroat, William Lashner, Richard North Patterson, Michael Connelly, Colleen McCullough

Turtledove, Harry – (Alternative Histories/Historical Fantasy Fiction/historical Fiction) Judith Tarr, John Jakes, Steven Pressfield

Tyler, Anne – (Literary Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Joanna Trollope, Alice Hoffman, Kaye Gibbons, John Irving, Anna Quindlen, Richard Russo, Pat Conroy

Tyree, Omar – (Urban Fiction/Romance) – Donald Goins, Nelson George, E. Lynn Harris, Travis Hunter, Terry McMillan
-U-

_Uris, Leon_ – (Historical Fiction/Family Sagas) – Edward Rutherfurd, James Michener

-V-

_Vaughn, Ellen_ – (Christian Fiction/Romance/Suspense) - Terri Blackstock

_Veryan, Patricia_ – (Historical Romance/Regency Romance) - Mary Balogh, Dorothy Dunnent, Elizabeth Lowell,

_Vincenzi, Penny_ – (Man-Woman Relationships/European History) - T. Davis Bunn

_Vine, Barbara_ – (Literary Fiction) - Joyce Carol Oates, Joan Aiken, PD James


_Vreeland, Susan_ – (Historical Fiction/Literary Fiction) - Tracy Chevalier
**Walker, Alice** – (Literary Fiction/Spirituality & Religion/Social Issues/Feminism) – Nella Larson, Toni Morrison, Kaye Gibbons, John Steinbeck,

**Waller, Maureen** – (Biography/Mystery/History) - Anita Fraser

**Wambaugh, Joseph** – (Mystery) - – Ed McBain, Ian Rankin, Ann Rule

**Ward, J.R.** – (Paranormal Romance) – Sherrilyn Kenyon,

**Watts, Timothy** – (Thrillers/Westerns) - Elmore Leonard

**Webb, James** – (Historical Fiction/Naval History) – C.S. Forester

**Weber, Carl** – (Mainstream Fiction) - E.Lynn Harris, Terry McMillan

**Weber, Joe** – (Military Thriller) – P.T. Deuterman

**Weiner, Jennifer** – (Romantic Mystery/Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Meg Cabot, Clyde Edgerton, Susan Isaacs, Luanne Rice

**Weir, Alison** – (Biography/History) – Anita Fraser, Barbara Kyle, Michelle Moran

**Weis, Margaret** – (Fantasy) - Raymond E. Feist, J.R.R. Tolkien

**Weisman, John** – (American Journalism/Conservatism/United States) - William F. Buckley, Jr.

**Wells, Rebecca** – (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Fannie Flagg

**West, Dorothy** – (Literary Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Nella Larson

**Wharton, Edith.** – (Literary Fiction/Women’s Lives & Relationships) – Willa Cather, Nella Larson, Jane Austen

**Wheeler, Richard** – (Western) - Zane Grey

**White, Randy Wayne** – (Satirical Ficiton) - Carl Hiaasen

**White, Robin** – (Suspense/Adventure/Techno-Thrillers/International Intrigue) – Peter Benchley, Larry Bond

**White, Stephen Walsh** – (Mystery) - Stephen Cannell, Jonathan Kellerman, Richard North Patterson, Thomas Perry, Barbara Parker

**Whiteweather, Sheri** – (Women’s Lives & Relationships/Contemporary Romance) – Kathleen Eagle
Wick, Lori – (Christian Literature) - Terri Blackstock, Karen Kingsbury, Francine Rivers, T. Davis Bunn

Wiggs, Susan - (Women’s Lives & Relationships) - Debbie Macomber, Barbara Samuel

Wilhelm, Kate – (Mystery/Historical Mystery/Psychological) - Laurie R. King, Sara Paretsky

Wilks, Eileen – (Contemporary Romance/Romantic Suspense) – Virginia Kantra

Williams, Jeanne – (Historical Fiction) Don Coldsmith, Kathleen O’Neal Gear, W. Michael Gear

Williams, Tad – (Fantasy) - Robert Jordan

Willis, Connie – (Literary Fiction) - Jasper Fforde

Wilson, Gayle – (Historical Romance) - Jo Beverly

Wilson, Robert – (Mystery) - Ian Rankin

Winchester, Simon – (True Crime/Reporting/History) – Erik Larson, Mark Kurlansky

Windling, Terri – (Urban Fantasy) – Charles de Lint,

Winslow, Don – (Mystery/Suspense) - Harlan Coben

Wolf, Joan – (Romance) – Jean Auel, Mary Balogh

Wood, Barbara – (International Intrigue/Suspense) - Dan Brown, Edward Rutherford, Wilber Smith

Woodhouse, Sarah – (Family Relationships) – Maeve Binchy, Joy Fielding, Joan Aiken

Woodman, Richard – (Adventure/Historical Naval Adventures) – Patrick O’Brian

Woods, Paula – (Thriller) - Faye Kellerman

Woods, Stuart – (Thriller) – Lawrence Sanders, Jeffrey Archer, Sidney Sheldon, Harlan Coben, Stephen J. Cannell, James Patterson, Jonathan Kellerman, John Sandford, John Grisham, Faye Kellerman, John Sandford, Robert K. Tanenbaum, Robert Crais, Brad Meltzer

Woolf, Virginia – (Literary Fiction/Psychological Fiction) - Ian McEwan

Wouk, Herman – (Historical Fiction/Military & Police Thrillers) – Taylor Caldwell, W.E.B. Griffin, James Mitchener

Wurts, Janny – (Fantasy) - Raymond E. Feist

Wynne, Marcus – (Suspense/Adventure/Techno-Thrillers/International Intrigue) – Larry Bond
Zettle, Sarah – (Science Fiction) - Nancy Kress

The Author Read-Alike list was based on data from the following Author Read-Alike lists:
Kent District Library Book List
Springfield City Library
NC Live – North Carolina Libraries

Compiled by: Louise Smith
Completed: March 16, 2011